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Shall We Sell or Store?

Licensed Auctioneer,

L.

AMONG THE FARMERS.

Pulp

Wood the

coin-

A CRUCIAL

QIESTION AT TUIS SEASON.

It will not be long before farmers will
have to face the annual question of how
and when they shall dispose of their
crops. No part of their business requires more thoughtful attention or, as
a rule, receives less.
The "how" of the
disposal is not so perplexing as the
"when." If the grower is willing to sell
at current prices, he can usually find a
market for his crops; but if he attempts
to decide whether he shall hold them or
not, then lie is apt to be puzzled.
The trouble seems to be that a great
many farmers do not know— some do
not even seek to know—what each of
their crops cost them to raise, else they
could at least tell whether, at the price
offered, they were selling at a profit or a
loss. Certainly iu the case of perishable
crops, such as apples, potatoes and
cabbages, it would appear to be the best
policy to sell immediately, if even only a
moderate return above cost can be
assured, unless the grower can afford to
run the risk of a possible loss, has stor
age facilities, and can command a market at any time. There are not a few
farmers who are thus fortunately placed
and who do hold their crops, aud t hoi
example is followed by too many who
There is
are uot in a positiou to do so.
not much risk of deterioration or material shrinkage in crops like wheat,
oats, corn and beans by holding over,
but even these are better disposed of if
is to be had. It
a reasonable profit
generally happens that when crops arc
light, prices are high, and the reverse
when crops are pleutiful, so that, in the
latter case, as seems likely this year, il
is well to remember that there is more
money in big crops at moderate figures
than in small crops at high ones. Holding over crops is nothing more nor less
than gambling in chances, as there arc
with
very few farmers who can predict
certainty what prices will bo months
ahead. Professional buyers have means
of information which enable them to
gauge the situation pretty correctly,
which information is studiously kept
from the producers; but even these
•stute gentlemen make miscalculations
sometimes, as in the case of apples for
the past two years.
In this section, last fall, there was a
good crop of potatoes, and those who
were wise sold at t>0c. per bushel, which
was
freely offered. Those who were
not, by far the greater number, stored
their potatoes, basing their action on
the remembrance of the price of the
spring previous, $1.25. The consequence
was, when spring came there was a
demoralization of the potato market;
cars were tilled at 15 cents and even 1U
cents, and wagonloads or less brought
only 20 and 25 cents. It was a pitiable
sight to see the procession of wagons
going to the city day after nay in which
were consignments of magnificent tubers
to be sacrificed. The unfortunate asserted that had all the crop been marketed in the fall, there would have been
Had prices dropa big drop in prices.
ped to 40 cents, would not the sellers
off than they
better
been
have
infinitely
were? Iu these «lays farmers, with the
knowledge n«>w obtainable, should and
do havo no difficulty in raising at least
200 bushels to the acre. Such, who sold
last fall, realized $120 per acre: the
Others, $20 to $50. Who of the older
readers of the Country Gentleman does
not remember the case of'Γ. B.Terry,
who hauled his potatoes IT miles to
Cleveland at 35 cents a bushel and made
plenty of money at it'.' If he could do
that, there surely can be no reason why
farmers, with their increased advantages, cannot do it now. An old neighbor, now dead, who made potatoes his
main crop, once told me that he never
grumbled if he could get 50 cents a
bushel for them, and the large, welltilled farm aud the snug bank account
he left behind him bore silent testimony
to the reason why.
this
in
raised
Cabbages, largely
vicinity, are another crop full of risk to
the gambler. I have known them sold
here as low as $2 per ton, and as high as
$45. Ten tons to the acre may be taken
as a fair crop, and $5 per ton is about
the price obtainable in the fall, unless
there is a small crop, when it may rise
to $10; yet comparatively few are willing
to sell at those prices, preferring to take
the chance of big protits in the spring.
Once now and then they win, but rarely
make enough to offset previous losses
from shrinkage, rot, and damage by
frost in the pits. Now, is not $50 an
acre in the fall, with the crop out of
hand, better than running hazards iu
the winter and uncertain prices iu the
end'.' Then, too, if the money received
is not needed for current expenses, it
aud several months'
can be banked,
interest will have accrued by the time
the crop would have beeu disposed of

ing year. Corresjxmdence solicited.
H. D. COLE,
if held over.
Bryant's Pond, Me.
jiiavcu
Annulled a|>]>lt<» CUU
cold storage easily and safely, with
April 12th, 1905.
at
any time, I would
option of removal
hesitate to store any unless they were
very choice and of some highly-esteemed
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ran

one

buy.

half the co-t of any rug
Semi for booklet M.

NOVELTY RUd CO.,
jON Congress Street.

ΡΟΚ I LAND.

MAINE.

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and l'oplar, delivered on cam At
any Κ. K. Station from I'ownalto Bethel,
the comiUK year.
E. W. PEN LEY, West Parie.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1V04

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

um! bcaui.fki the hair.
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Me ver Fmili to H •-•■for· Urey
Hair to It· YouthM Color.
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NOTICE.

Paris, Maine,

May

33, 1905.
AH persons are hereby forbidden
trespassing on the premises of Columbia Parris by dumping refuse or taking stones from the stone walls.
NOTICE.
AM bills contracte·! against the town of Parl«
on the highway, either labor or material. w«
want presented for payment on or before the 1*1
day of every month.
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PAJUa.

of

an

Breeder.

In a recent interview with Mr. R. £.
Roberts of Corliss, Wisconsin, the
Farmer's Voice publishos some interesting notes of his success as a sheep
breeder and wool grower. Mr. Roberts
years ago selected the Merino breed,
but after somo years of experience sold
them and ever since has been a great
admirer and breeder of Shropshires.
His Hocks average over eight pounds of
wool per head.
lie said:
"Good breeding is of course essential
iu sheep as in all lines of livestock, if
there is to be a profit in tbem, but
feeding from birth to market is equally
essential, particularly through the first
year, as this is the period that determines the future value of the animal
and its usefulness to its owner. In
short, judicious and generous feeding is
the very foundation of early maturity
and profit iu growing sheep or any
other class of livestock. With this fact
always in view there would be no necessity for the complaint that it does not
the most
pay to keep sheep. As to
desirable kind of feed to be used for a
grain ration, variety is the best. We
know this from our own experience, as
It
we soon tire of a sameness of diet.
is also true of our farm animals that
when a variety is supplied more food
is consumed and the digestion is better.
I have found that an equal amount of
crushed corn, oats, wheat, bran and oil
cake best suits the taste and requirements of lambs, and gives good results
in growth, gain in flesh and fat. The
fat is especially demanded in the earlyiuarket lamb. 1 would then increase
the crushed corn to the limit that it
would be relished, for a handy fat lamb
is far preferable to a lean one of much
larger size. Rut where the lambs are to
be carried through the summer for feeding the following winter, good sizr,
growth and stamina are desired. In
that event I would cut out the corn from
their ration. In either case they should
be fed a graiu ration, as there is no
time in an animal's life that as great
returns will be given for food consumed
It will pay
as when suckling its dam.
the owner fifty per cent more profit on
the value of graiu consumed during that
time than when older.
"In the building up of a tlock of high
quality sheep the potency of a good
sire is remarkable, and 1 would advise
for
any one who intends to raise sheep
market to buy no pure-bred ewes, but
of
unito secure a flock of good grades
form type and quality, and build them
of one
up by securing a pure-bred sire
of the mutton breeds. In a few crosses
he will have a tlock as good as pure
breeds for all practical purposes. Great
improvement and results can be accomby grading up our flocks and

plished
herds.

"There is

profit

in

a

flock of

sheep when the actual cost of feed

good

con-

sumed is charged. There is no animal
that will give so great a profit, pound
for pound, as sheep, and the farm will
be better, cleaner and more fertile for
their being upon it. They also are valuable in cleaning brush land; while not
equal to the goat, much of the small
undergrowth will be consumed with a
relish and converted into choice mutton
for cash."

Farm Values.

The value of a farm to the owner
should be rated by the advantages
realized and income received from its
possession. When this is done, on a
cash basis, the valuo of a farm for a
family home will be appreciated. The
author of "The Fat of the Land" found
that it cost him, with his family, four
thousand dollars a year to live in comfort in the city, so on moving to the

country, where the pleasures and comforts of life were accorded equal to the
city, he properly credited his "factory
farm" with the four thousand dollars

for the support of the family.
At this season of the year when almost the entire table wants of a family
are supplied from the farm, and fresher
and more acceptable than it is possible
to secure from the market in town, the
value of the farm in this one direction
becomes especially apparent.
Then, dwellers in the cities, business
men, heads of families and laborers
alike, in seeking pleasure and a renewal
of health and strength through a vacation, flee to the country. Through this
Nature and its
with
closer contact
quietness and purity their health and
strength are renewed and life prolonged. To the dwellers on the farm all
these privileges, so desirable and so
valuable, and for which people are so
ready to give thoir time and exchango
continuous
are a
much money,
so
possessiou for which the farm of right
should be ciedited in liberal measure.
In this respect the farm is a perpetual
vacation, and of a right a continuous
delight that others are ready to pay
The variety, the
liberal money for.
liberty and the independence of life on
the farm has a money value of which
those deprived of such conditions appreciate the value and for which the farm of
a right
may be accorded a credit.
Indeof labor has a value.

Variety
pendence of bell, boss

or overseer

uc

iu

brings

a

Springfield

V

with him. An' you know your father."
It
Ellie was hidden in the closet.
took her nome time to lind just the
right corner in which to tuck her hand
When she finally emerged her

Sheep

Experienced

release that affords pleasure.
desirable accomWhen all these
paniments of the farm are credited their
full value such possessions will be
credited with an income far greater
than the market value of the crops
variety, if prices »vere any way reasonFarmer.
able in the fall. For the average farmer produced.—Maine
it must mean loss, as he seldom exercises conscientious care in tilling his
Apple Shippers' Convention.
barrels. When taken out of storage, he
The International Apple Shippers'
would have to sort over his apples, as Association bold their annual conventhe buyer would take uo rubbish at that tion at
Put-in-Bay, opening August 8
time, and according to the amount of and continuing two days. Heretofore
be
would
such in his barrels, so great
this meeting has been looked upon with
his loss. The buyer, when purchasing some interest
by growers of apples as
his
and
barrels
who
of a farmer
picks
affording information of the volume of
own apples, in fixing his price always the
apple crop of the country as obtaintakes into account the possible elasticity ed
through the canvass of this Associaof the farmer's conscience in sorting his tion and
given to the public by its Press
fruit: so that if a farmer will be careless Committee on the occasion of this anur unscrupulous in his apple dealing, nual
convention. A different policy,
be had better take the tiret offer he gets,
has been adopted by the Ashowever,
or
more
as he will probably realize all
sociation and this year none of their
sure
am
worth.
I
are
than his apples
estimates were given out to the public
that the majority of farmers do not but are held for the benefit of members
somehow
but
they
mean to be dishonest,
only.
seem unable to muster courage enough
The sessions were devoted exclusively
trille
too
is
a
that
the
to reject
apple
to business. The putting of so many
small or the one that is slightly blemish- inferior
apples on the market got its
ed, thereby injuring themselves and the usual scoring, as well as the cold stortrade. Even choice fruit fails to realize
times
age houses for withholding at all
profitably occasionally. Two years ago, the amount of storage stock on hand.
a friend of mine
placed 80 barrels of D. O. Wiley, Detroit, was elected presivery tine Northern Spy apples in cold dent; A. Warren Patch, Bostou, secrestorage for higher prices. In January tary; and F. D. Cumminge, Portland,
he was offered 50 cents a barrel advance, vice
president for Maine. Tbe meeting
but declined the otter: in April he had next
year is to be held at Niagara
of
was
out
and
fall
at
the
to sell
price,
Falls.—Maine Farmer.
the
beeidee
of
the
cost
storage,
pocket
explose of resorting and barreling and
Hand and Town Hand.
the shrinkage.—Cor. Country Gentle- The Farm
Farmer correspondent
A Nebraska
man.
makes note of an important fact that
is not fully realized by the country
Western Massachusetts Apples.
"Few young men in town
Ë. J. Stockwell, who is familiar with laborer.
left after paying their
the outlook for the apple crop, con- can have $20
that do not
siders it promising in most places, al- board and the expenses
to a farm hand. And still fewer
though it is as yet too early to predict come
in town have 125 or $30
with any certainty as to the size of the married men
for their fuel,
Trees
generally blossomed a month left after paying
c-op.
rent. There are some men
freely, and the fruit set well. That milk and
these facts, but many
much has fallen from the trees is not a who appreciate
bail thing for the growers. Apple val- more who cannot."
ley in Ashtield, just over the Buckland
Breeders' News and Notes.
line, is one of the most prolific centers
western Massaof apple raising in
The Guernsey cow Millwood's Miss
chusetts, and there the growers report Dapline, 10,560, owned by Ν. I. Bowthe outlook for a good crop as most ditch, Framlngham, Mass., haa recentpromising.—Shelburne Palls item in ly been admitted to Advanced Register
Republican.
by the American Guernsey Cattle club,
with a year's reoord of 7,012.57 lbs.
Unusually large quantities of sum322.95 lbs. butter fat, at 2 years,
mer butter have been put into cold milk;
1 month old.
storage in the principal large markets
This will have the
of the country.
Grain fed to cows at this season of
effect to hold the late fall and winter
to a price cor- tbe year pays as well as when they
butter
down
of
make
responding in a measure to this extra are fresh in flow. The reward from
storage, unless it proves that con- such feed is .not always returned
sumption of this product is on the in- to the pail at once, but the better flesh
crease to a considerable extent through- of the cow is sure to compensate for it
in (all later on.—Maine Farmer.
out the oo un try.—Maine farmer.
nun
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Mandy's

bag.

Declaration

face was quite pale, but her voice was
quiet and even.
"Yes, I ought to know father. I've
lived in the same house with him long
enough." Then, seeing that her bitter
tones had brought the old shadow to
her mother's face, she continued gently: "We won't talk any more about
Ed--1 mean Mr. .lameson. I want you
to see the new dress I bought you."
The color flew to Mrs. Grimes' face.

By EFES W. SARGENT
Copyright, 1905, by Epw< W. SarRentHE men of Jepson Conter said
that David Grimed was a
shrewd politician, with a elean
record, and he deserved to go

She clasped her hands together nervously as Effle untied the package, and
Ellie,
a proud light shone in her eyes.
her eldest born, had given first thought
to her, had l>ought lier a dress with
the first money she bad ever earned.
Yet force of habit prompted the next

to cougress.
The women pronounced
him a hard taskmaster and husband, a
skintlint, unworthy of the wife who
had helped to make him what he was,
the political autocrat of Niobrara county. But Grimes cared little enough for
the latter opinion. Women could not words.
"You hadn't ought to, dear, an' your
vote. The greed for votes, for political
He was just sayadvancement and power was upon him, father won't like it.
have
and the morrow would mark the first In' this morniu' he expected you'd
a nice nest egg in the Chadron bank.
his
of
life.
crisis
great
in savin'."
From justice of the peace to congress- You know lie believes
Effle straightened up, her eyes bladman in eight years! 11 is tirst election
determined.
had been a walkover. The ollice of ing. her face set and
"I haven't saved a cent, not a cent,
sheriff had fairly fallen Into his lap,
And I know what
aud he had gone to the state legislature do you understand?
knows we've had
backed by the solid vote of his party. lie believes. Heaven
into our heads
Hut the otttce of congressman was the his theories drummed
and supper ever
gift not only of his own county, but of with breakfast, dinner
I have paid my
ltock Creek also, aud then there was since I can remember.
and what was left over was
young Jameson of Chadron to be con- board,
considered. Well, tomorrow's conference mine to do with as I liked. I don't
a cent of it.
would settle the question. Smytlie, man- sider that I owe my father
me into the world, and it
ager of the great land syndicate audi lie brought
to care for me, yet he behis
was
duty
which
controlled
irrigation company
|
nevmile after mile of redeemable property grudged every mouthful I ate. He
until 1 beand hundreds of votes, was coining er took any interest in me
one
from Omaha to attend the county cele- came a breadwinner—until some
bration at Chadron on Independence I else saw my worth."
She stopped, horrified at the white,
day. to inspect the company's broad
Then she
farms aud to take a hand in the polit- shocked face of lier mother.
the
round
trembling
arms
both
iliuig
ical game.
mother tight.
And David Grimes was to be orator figure and held the little
"I dou't mean to be wicked, but I
of the day! l-'lags would llutter; bands
moth
would play: cheers would follow his can't help it. Only I do love you,
I wish I hadn't"—
and.
oh,
dear,
er,
Λ
thrill
great speech.
strange
passed
and turned
over this usually cold, calculating aud She caught her breath
self contained man. Then his momen- quickly to tear open one of the packout a ready
tary enthusiasm died. A light touch | ages, from which she took
made dress of black and white lawn,
rested on his arm.
lace.
"David, if you don't miud. I'd like trimmed with narrow black
to go over to the celebration with you "There it is. mother mine!"
tomorrow. 1 ain't been to Chadron in
three years, and I ain't never hoard
you speak in public. I"—
Grimes glanced superciliously at the
slender ligure beside him, then down
the alkali sprinkled street to .Morgan's
store, where a row of ranch teams announced the presence of voters.
"Chadron wobH be any place for|
women folks tomorrow.
There'll be
more politics than skyrockets in thc|
air, and J'll be too busy to bother
with you.
I've promised Brooks, superintendent of the North farm, the
extra place in my buggy. Besides, one
be
from
woman
the family will
enough, I'm thinking, and I've written
EtHe to stay over for the celebration,
being as her teaching there this winter has given her something of a stand-

|

I need all the
with the board.
help I can get Just now, and Ellie ΊΙ
make a better appearance than you
would. Yoo ain't much on style, Man·
dy, nor on making up to folks." Ile I
said this with the brutal frankness of
the self centered, absorbed individual,
aud, without waiting for ly»r reply, he]
strode off toward Morgan's store.
But there would have been no reply.
Patient, docile Mandy had long sincj
learned the futility of arguing against |
fate in the form of her masterful husband. Her tirst lesson had come twenty years before, when, after a brief
wedding journey to see "David's |
folks," they had stopped off at Chad
roil to buy the simple furnishings for
their new home.
Mandy, steeped in
the fairyland of new furniture, had |
been brought back suddenly to realities by the brusque tones of her hus-

ing

|

ther to ilie celebration, for—for, you
mother, dear, 1 am going to be married today, and it would be hard not
to have you at the ceremony."
They had reached the house by this

see,

time, and Mrs. Grimes dropped weakly

Into the nearest chair. Ettle knelt beside lier.
"You mustn't blame me too ranch for
not telling you before, but I was afraid
father would find out. He would never
give his consent to my marrying Ed.
There is nothing but political ill feeling
on iiis part, for Ed Jameson hasn't another enemy in the world, only father
Is afraid of him, afraid of Ed's power
in politics. We love each other, and I
want a home, a real home, not an abiding place. Oh, I don't mean to hurt
you. but you must understand that father ruined my giclliood. just as he has
ruined your life. I don't want to teach;
I am not suited for the work. And I do
love Ed. lie could not come to the
house all summer long, and I am too
proud to meet the man I love like a

the night. So we are going
the Methodist minister's this
and be quietly married. And
where all my money went. I
have all my clothes and my linen."
During Eflie's long and at times halting speech Mrs. Grimes had offered no
interruption. She sat as In a dream,
perhaps a dream of the day long years
before when she, too, had been a bride.
Hut at the words "clothes and linen"
she started as one stung to the realization of an uupleasaut fact.
"And you've done this all alone! Your
father and mother ain't had any hand
thief In
to
morning
there is

over

In get tin' your outfit, ain't done a thing
for you." A world of hurt pride, of
motherly despair, rang in the words,
and then she turned pleadingly to her
daughter. "Don't you reckon if you
waited a day and things went right at
Chadron for j-Qur father he'd feel better natured and we could have a weddin'? I don't want a daughter of miue

married without any weddin'!"
We don't want to take any chances,
mother, and I promised Ed to be ready
when he conies, so bring your bonnet

ding day."
Silently Mandy left the

room, but
she returned a few moments
later she carried, instead of the bonnet
which had been "freshened" annually
for five years, an old fashioned steel
The expression of her
bead purse.

when

1

"Γιιι afraid you upcnt too much )nr it
For a time the elder woman sat silently picking at the narrow edging
wlneh had become crumpled in carrying. Her touch was almost reverent.
It had been so many years since she
iiad owned a whole new dress. Then
two great tears of joy splashed on the
Insertion which crisscrossed the front

band:
"That red plush sofa ain't going in
to my parlor. You might as well un
of the waist.
derstaud now and for good that
"Oh, KtHe, how did you know I'd
long as 1 pay the bills I expect to run | dreamed of havin' a dress like this evmy owu house."
ery summer for live years? But I'm
Even in the midst of her pain and afraid you spent too much for It. That
disappointment Mandy hail noted with lace cost a dollar a bolt if it cost a cent.
a sense of relief that the clerk wu* Then there was the makin'."
Later there had come
out of hearing.
Two cool, firm hands drew away the
brief mutinies when woman's faithful | dress, and Ettie—tall, self contained Ef·
weapon, tears, had missed the mark: lie—slipped into her mother's arms am]
then days of depression and nights of clasped both hands about her neck
wide eyed staring into inky blackness
"Mother, dearest mother, you make
or
silvery moonlight, ami at last I me feel so utterly sellish, you who
broken pride, a hopeless yielding
made me whatever I «η, who gave the
The idea that her best there was In you for me, to see
the inevitable.
bonds might be loosed had never enyou make such a fuss over a little gift.
tered Mandy's head, nor had she con- I ought to have done so much more. 1
sidered it within her province to lay
ought to have gone to work for you
the burden of her disappointment and
years ago. And I ought not"—
grief at the feet of her gentle mothe;
Again that conscious look, that sudor lier impetuous, generous old f.ithe
den catch in the voice, and she handed
And so in time the man of decided | her mother another bundle, from which
opinions had developed into the do tumbled a gown of sheer white lawn
uiestic tyrant, and the pretty girl he
trimmed with delicate lace.
had wooed and won "down in Knep"The very thing for you to wear to
per county" became a silent shadow in I the celebration tomorrow with your falier own household, mere bearer of
ther!" exclaimed Mrs. Grimes, unmindhomely, unremitting burdens.
ful of her own disappointment.
and
door
the
closed
dropped
Mandy
A quizzical smile played about KtUe's
She
chair.
nearest
dejectedly into the
and she stroked the white gown
lips,
a
glunml at the mirror opposite, ami
lovingly.
uilst swaiu before lier eyea. Yes, she
"Do you think there is any celebraIf Da·
was gcttlug old and haggard.
tion worthy of this dress? Besides, I'ui
vid went to Washington, little must acnot going to Chadron. I hate speeches
company him. Vet it was her own ef- and fireworks." And the two women
forts to save, her daily drudgery, that
went downstairs arm in arm.
would provide the means, lu a vague
It was not until bedtime that David
honto
the
that
realized
way Mnudy
Grimes broached the subject of the
a
profest man politics is not always
celebration. Ills wife bad been called
itable vocation.
to the bedside of a sick neighbor, and
Her reverie was Interrupted by voices
he sat alone with Etlie on the porch.
in the front yard, a girlish trelJe ask"You'd better take the 9 o'clock train
fala
then
boyish
ing eager questions,
for Cbndron tomorrow. I want you to
setto exclaiming excitedly:
be on hand for the exercises, but you
"Say, ElBe, won't you give me a
can't
go over in the buggy. I've promquarter? There's going to be a circus ised Brooks a ride with me, and I'll
In town tomorrow, and dad says I
need him to pull strings with Smythe.
can't go, and he won't take me to
It's going to be a great day with me,
nor"—
Chadron
Effle."
Mrs.
Grimes,
aud
door
flew
The
open,
"I hope so, father," en Id the girl^
all a-tremble with mingled delight and
"but I don't care to go.
smoothly,
apprehension, drew her daughter In- Mother will be lonely here, and I shall
side.
with her."
"Oh. Kftle. dear. It's so good to see stay
Then, as if the matter were closed,
a
not
fine,
lookln'
ΑιΓ
just
you're
you!
she rose and walked deliberately in the
Mt as If you'd been worrylu' with
direction lier mother had taken. For a
hot
this
spell.
children
through
theui
moment David Grimes sat as one stuuBut what will your father say? He's
ned; then there rushed Into his mind
Chadron
in
over
expectin' you to wait
dozen or more effective answer·
the
for the celebration an' hear him speak.
which he should have made to tills
He'll be dreadful put out about your
So much for letting
rebellion.
comin'. Dear me, what a lot of bun- open
jne's children leave home and achieve
dles! I'm 'fraid you've been wastiu'
fa- independence! He would have a setyour hard earned money, an' your
tling with this high handed young woall."
at
ther won't be pleased
11c must rebut not tonight.
Tiny lines formed arouud the girl's man,
serve his energy, his diplomacy, his
mouth, but her voice 'was gentle.
for the morrow. There was much
"Let's go up to my room, mother, voice,
at stake on the morrow.
I
the
we'll
and
packages.
open
dear,
A narrow trail of white dust against
have so much to tell you."
a cloudless blue sky was all that told
the
of
shelter
the
within
But once
of the departure of David Grimes for
dormer windowed room ElBe Grimes
It required the scene of his anticipated triumphs.
turned straugely silent.
in broadcloth and linen, respecseveral minutes to renpve her hat and Arrayed
brushed and laundered by Mantively
the
at
angle.
the
proper
pins
replace
hands and carefully hidden by a
Then she unpacked her small hand dy's
linen duster, he had climbed into
long
care
elaborate
with
bag and arranged
the
best
buggy, which had been led to
the
crocheted
her few toilet articles on
Her mother watched the gate by the disconsolate Jimmy.
bureau mats.
The latter, barred from both celebraeach move with anxious eyes.
tion and circus, feit his patriotism
"Etlie," she asked In tremulous tones,
from his grimy finger
"I hope It ain't young Jameson. Your oozing rapidly
Effle laid a caressing hand on his
tips.
aet
most
against
is
eternally
father
shoulder and said:
him an' your bavin' anything to do

|

had be owned a whole dollar. "For the
circus, part of It, dearie, and the rest
for cannon firecrackers. Be sure you
Ret an extra large one and shoot it
for me. You know I'm afraid to touch
it olT myself."
Λιι«! with a smile the girl drew lier
mother's arm through lier own and
started b.trk t nvar 1 the house. Mrs.
Crimes protested fe< bîy against the ex·
trnvu'Miice, hut Eitle laid a loving hand
o\ r Ιγ.τ 111 itlierV lii-a.
î iau.u do something per"I ΐϋ'.ΐ:
fectly w!!d. I .tin si happy."
Hm there was a sugge-tiin of tears
in li r voice. and her hands tliis morning were η »· t-r».i! and firm, but hot and
trembling. M;iiidy turned anxious eyes
•vu her fir·:! !>οι·;ι.
"Ellie, you ain't acted natural since
What's on your
you come home.
min IV"
"Yon, Just now," came the quick response. "1 don't like to be selfish, but
I am so glad you did not go with fa-

and I'll fasten on some fresh roses. You
must look your prettiest for my wed-

|

to|

"Well, Jlminy, I guess It Is Just about bio attention by hie skillful handling of
for our celebration to begin." a bit' lawsuit lu Omalia. The autocrat
to the
Something hard uud shiny slid into his of Jepson Center had byved
Never before powers as represented bj' Smythe and
baud. Jimmy gasped.
time

face, even her bearing, had undergone
She stood erect, and
a subtle change.
the lines had disappeared from her
face, now illuminated by a sudden resolve that seemed to reatore her lost

had walked proudly, erectly froiu the
room at the Hose of the conference.
Janiesou! If it had been any one but
that conceited upstart, who had been
forbidden his house! It was well that
"the rising young politician," as the
Cluulron Bugle called him, had not been
at the conference.

"Ilello, Mr. Grimes!"
The tlethroned autocrat Jerked his
horse to a standstill. A bent tlgure
It was only
sidled up to the buggy.
"Pap" Burns, but he had a vote, and
from habit Grimes forced a genial

greeting.

"You don't mind gtvin* ine a lift the
the way, do you? Thanks! It
Is warm, an' them circus tents Is the
bakin'est places.
I seen your Jimmy
It was a blamed poor show,
there.
but he seemed to find the lemonade
an' peanuts to his likiu'. Circuses aiu't
what they was when you au' me was
boys, I)ave. Now, when"—
rest uv

The garrulous old chap chattered on,
Ile
but Grimes was not listening.
made a rapid calculation. Jimmy had
spent not less than 7Γ» cents—wasted
money.
Mandy might not realize the

of his own political downfall,
but she should be made to understand
the terrible extravagance of which she
But where had she
had bcpn guilty.
got—the money? She had accounted
lor every cent he had given her in
years. If she had sold some of those
Leghorns to send Jimmy to the circus—
Ilis face turned purple, and he gave his
horse a vicious cut. Wasn't it enough
to watch his political balloon pricked
by a man with a pull without c oining
home to rebellion in his own household? The memory of how Etlie had
quietly ignored his expressed wish the

gravity

night before

rose

afresh.

up before the narrow path
leading to his front door and, knotting
the reins about tin.· whip socket, called
lie

pulled

grimly for Jiuimy. There was no response, but he caught sight of a
strange face in the kitchen doorway.
It was Poorhouse Jenny. In one baud

she held a ilish towel; from the other
she mumiicd a thick slice of cake. As
he strode up the walk his feet ground
flower petals and rice into the gravel.
These ho did not notice, for suddenly
Mandy appeared at the door. She wore
There was #a pretly eola new dress.
or in her cheeks, a sparkle in tlie eyes
that yesterday seemeil faded. She was
frail and slender, and the stalwart,
frowning man could have crushed her
aside without an effort, yet somehow
He
she seemed to bar his eutrance.
before her with an imprecation.
"Where's that l>oy. and what's Poorhouse Jenny eating the cake I paid for
as free as if it was black bread?"
Tli<· figure iu the doorway trembled
slightly, theu seemed to turn rigid.
"I paid for that cake, I»avid, out of

paused

An' it's EtRc's wediliu'
my savin's.
cake. She's gone. She left good by for
on
you, but she didn't want no scene
weddln' day. It's been scenes ev-

iier

ery meal we've set down to in years,
an' she's tired of bein' hectored to
death. I don't know as I blame her
for wantln* to get away from such a
life. I'm goln* over to Chadron next
week when they come back from Oina-

la an' help them furnish their bouse.
Edward said I should."
She
Mandy smiled remlnUcently.
should certainly buy a red plush sofa
for Etlie's parlor if there was one In
Then she looked back at her
town.

husband. His hand grasped the porch
with
post, and ills face was distorted
rage.

"D'ye mean to say she married that
And you helped her to
Jameson?
youth.
"Eftie, we've Just got to have a wed- eneak out of her father's house liko—
iln'. It shan't be said that a daughter like"—
-That's Just what she didn't do, Daof mine was married away from her
She was married right here in
home an' without a weddin' dinner. vid.
of
We've got the whole day before us. her mother's parlor an* with some
an' we
It's only a little past 7, an' I've got α her old friends for witnesses,

little money of my own that I've been
savin' for sometliln' just like this."
In lier excitement she had forgotten
that the nickels and dimes had been
iu'.«' aside to buy new underwear for

laying out," a custom prevalent
in her family for many generations
which foi* her lacked any element
"We'll have some
of grewhomeness.
of tin· girls you went to school with
There's Mary Ilarter—she said shi
wouldn't g·» to the celebration beca isc
she luttes canno.i an' noise -an' Lucy
Uurns didn't «et lier new dress finishYou get them two to help us fix
ed.

bet·

flowers." Mandy
up the house with
fairly quivered with happiness ami
(He stood
new found powers, while Ε
dumfounded in the presence of this

sudden assertion of maternal rigii4
"I've got chickens a-plenty, and there's
time to beat up a couple of cakes.
all
Thank goodness we didn't eat up
of that best apple jelly. Now you run
for the girls while I sec Jim my catchifr Ed comes while
in' the chickens,
over
gone I'll send him right

you're

to engage the

preacher."

had a dinner. There ain't no use for
I
on. David.
you to swear an' curry
1 ought to have
am her mother, an'
some say. I'm goiu' to have some say,
too, about the house. I've helped you
that's iu it,
pay for It an' everything
of it.
an' the law gives me a share
You told me yesterday I wasn t much
fault.
on appearances, but that's your
I
No one that's lived the shut In life
like
have would l>e. I'm goin' to live

to
other women do, an' I'm gosn' over
Edward's an' Etlie's every month. Edward. he said"—
a bull.
The name was as a red rag to
David («rimes smote the piazza railing

with his fist.
"D'ye know that smooth faced, lying
has gut the promise of
young rascal
which was
the nomination to congress,
beatmine by rights? He's beaten me,
and stole his
en the father of his wife,
wife in the bar*aiy. He's"—
and
M and ν Grimes drew herself up.
than ever the doorway seemed
more

barred.

that i ra
"Well, all I've pot to say In
in the
glad the nomination's tteen kept
I don't
family. An* as for the rest.
There's
scene made here.
want

And Mainly tînmes, rejim»nui«i—
with a soft
any
naj*, horn anew—hurried,
liaru, been scanlal enough about the way
tune on hor lips, toward the
his you treat your fain'ly without your
where Jimmy was rushing through
can
a silshoutin' so the whole neighborhood
chores as only a small boy with
of
his pocket hear you. If you was half as proud
ver dollar burning a hole in
them half as deyour folks nil' treated
can hurry.
wouldn't
cent as you do your voters we
·······
Center. I'm
of
talk
the
Jepson
be
In the dull blaze of the midsummer
of as 'poor
to- plumb sick of bein' spoke
sunset David (îrinies drove slowly
If you have any
beside Mandy Grimes.' Now,
ward .Tepson ('enter. The seat
march out to the
un- swearin' to do you
him was vacant, and the dust fell
barn an' do it. I've pot to help Jenny
withered
and
suit
black
noticed on his
clear up the weddiu' dishes. Your suplinen. His duster at this moment lmng
ten minutes."
per '11 be ready lu
on a peg in Cliadron's principal livery
and walked Into
turned
She
abruptly
stable. The superintendent of the North
stood translnuband
Her
the
parlor.
firefarm had remained over for the
then his grip
in fixed as she disappeared;
works and ball. The pyrotechnics
loosened.
sulfl- on the porch rail gradually
the bosoiu of David Grimes were
to
His expression changed from fury
fully,
that
gentleman
clent to satisfy
to incredulity and finally
amazenieut.
from
to
escape
and lie had been glad
Without a word he
the to thoughtfulnese.
the gaping, applauding crowds at
the
on his heel, walked down to
turned
had
county seat—not that his oration
to the staround
horse
his
led
and
gate
failed to win the approval of his cona chickwhen ble. Poorhotise Jenny, picking
stituents, but there are occasions
from
en bone, watched him curiously
hud
This
are
unavailing.
constituents
the pantry window. Rut Mandy, alone
been one of them.
In the dim, disordered partir, clasped
It had all happened at the conference,
and unclasped her bands nervously.
when, with the plaudits of the crowd
"I declare I don't know how I ever
still ringing In his ears, he had heard
did It. I uln'l quite sure whether It
Smythe slate as bluntly as he could was what Eifle and E-lward said or
have worded it himself that a younger
because It was Independence day.
in Just
man should represent the district
If I'd known he'd take it so well I'd
his
which
congress, and the young man
read fny rights years ago. But I have
Koek Creek
company, and incidentally
some good times com in* yet. Edward
1\
In
county, had in mind was lid v. ard
says he's goin' to take me to Omaha
Jnme;;:»]. who had attracted eonsidera- the fall. I don't
suppose It's a wifely
beat
way to feel, but I'm glad Edward
him for the nomination. Ilavin' that
lesson kind of took the life out of him
That Is dyspepsia.
an' made it easier for me. Yes, Jenny,
It makes life miserable.
of
Its sufferers eat not because they want to, I'm comin', an' you can put the rest
that weddin' cake out for Jimmy an'
because
mutt.
—but

Difficult Digestion

they
simply
They know they are irritable and fretful
but they cannot be otherwise.
They complain of α bad taste In the
mouth, a tenderness at the pit of the stomach, an uneasy feeling of puffy fulness,

beadacbe, heartburn and what not.
The effectual remedy, proved by permanent cures of thousands of severe cases, is

Hood's Sarsaparilla
hood's Fills

àrTûielMi~c*ûï«rUcl

Mr. Grimes' supper."
A

Different Meaning.

Beaks—What brought ou old Wilkin's paralytic stroke? Peaks—I didn't

afflicted with one.
Beaks—But you Just told me he was
paralyzed. Peaks—Quite true; but I
didn't say he was eulTerlug from a
know

he

was

Waliop Clark and Ike Polite Stranfrer.
There won no Uuilt to the humorous
situation for which the Iltght Kev.
Thomas L. Clark, bishop of Ithode
Island, was responsible. Rome yearn
ago while attending a lecture in Bus
ton he observed a man sitting three
seats In front whom be thought he
knew. He requested the person Hitting
next to him to "punch" the other individual with his umbrella.
The polite stranger did so and, the
disturbed person turning his head a
little. Bishop Clark discovered hid misIt was not the person he suptake.
posed. Fixing his attention steadfastly on the lecturer and affecting unconsciousness of the whole affair he left
the man with the umbrella to settle
with the other for the disturbance, and,
this man lielng wholly without an excuse, there was, of courue, a ludicrous
and embarrassing scene, during all of
which Bishop Clark was "profoundly Interested In the lecture.
At last the man with the umbrella
asked, rather indignantly, "Dldu't you
tell me to punch that person with my
umbrella?"
"Yes."
"Ami what did you waut?"
"I wanted to see whether you would

punch

him or not."—Boston Herald.

Λ Lawyer'* Nerve.
A self satisfied young lawyer wont
over to Michigan from Ohio îo represent a client of that state who was
mixed up in some litigation over which
the Wayne county court had original
Jurisdiction. In the course of argument the Buckeye lawyer lwcame
tangled, nnd rlie Judge kindly advised
him to back up and repeat with
greater deliberation. Then tbe eourt
let the youth down by saying, "If you
do that I will be better able to follow
the thread of your contention." "(Jlad
accommodate you. Judg.," said the

young man as he recovered his con"I am dealing with a very
fidence.
complicated i»oIut of law, ami I sus
pectod that It might be too intricate
for your honor to follow nt the rate I
The dignity of the court
was going."
was
knocked out, and he Joined

henrtlly

In the

City Star.

general laugh.—Kansas

rnN*i»ort to the Xorth role.
A passport to the north pole was Is
sued some years ago by the governor
of the province of Tobolsk, which
stretches along the Itusslau shores of
the Arctic ocean. 'Hie official wan ap
proached by two men who had been
engaged to proceed to the north with
an

English expedition, then fitting

out.

Their petition was for a passport to
the pole Itself, but the governor pointed out that the pole was as likely tu
be In their home province as in any
other, that It was extremely unlikely
they would reach it und that. If they
did. there were no pollco there to examine their credentials. At last, however, to satisfy them he ordered the
Issue of a document allowing them to
pass without let or hindrance to the
north

pole.

Three Uunk lllll·.
General Samuel Veazle of Bangor
built the llrst railroad in Maine and
National
also founded the Veazle
bank of Bangor. lie had occasion to
visit Boston once and made the trip
by the circuitous means of transporta-

tion used In those early days, by stage,
He arrived
railroad and steamboat.
In Boston In the evening and went to
the old Tremont House for the night.
All he had with him was an old carpetbag. and us lie was unknown to the
clerk fit.· was informed that, having no
baggage, he would be expected to pay

In advance.
"All right," said he, reaching Into his
inside pocket. He drew out a pocket
book and took therefrom a ?l.' !«J 1)111
of his bank. The clerk took it. «<t out
his bank détecter and locked u;>
the standing of the Bangor bank instiIn a moment he caiue back
tution.
nnd said:
"That bank has issued but three I ills
of that denomination."
"Yes," said the general, "an 1 if that
one Is not enough for you. here's the
other two." And he laid the Sills before
the eyes of the astonished clerk.-Boston Herald.

Λ nook

il ι·

<1

η

Wnr.

Ioits are grave enough
no longer threaten
to end In war, us In the ease of St. Columba, tin· Irishman who settled in
loua convert···] north Britain and is
commemorated on Juno !>. He had a
passion for fine manuscripts -nul copies

Copyright

nowadays. hut they

ot' thorn and among others copied a
certain I^atin psalter belo:i; Inn t<> itti
Irish abbot \\hereupon Kins IMarmaid
condemned Columba nt Tara ruling
that "to every book belongs its copy, as

to every cow its call'." Columba a ρ
the verdict in the prae
Ileal form of inciting his kinsmen to
revolt, and they defeated Dtarmaid in
the battle of the I'salter. The book is
claimed to be the one which in a silver
the
cover was carried into battle by
O'Donuells during more than a thousand years and may be seen at the

pealed against

Τ lie J'trat French

Narjr.

Away buck in the eighth century
Charlemagne had orgunized a sort of
const guard by enrolling all the seaboard population who lived within one
and a half miles of the shore, but
with the dismemberment of the vaet

Carlovinglan empire all dreams of naLong
val greatness were dissipated.
afterward Charles V. built some military nefs ou the Atlantic, and Loula
XI.'s galleys chase<l the Burbary piwho Infested the shores of the
was Francis I.
apparently who first conceived the Idea
of a war fleet, purchased and equipped
rates

Mediterranean, but It

from the royal treasury.
He eouverted the small fishing village of Havre Into a fortified port,
which speedily attracted commerce to
the mouth of the Seine, and be projected a scheme—which he did not live
to realize-for the construction of an
"Fleets
oceanic navy under canvas.
were massed In the Mediterranean,"
writes Mr. Normau In his "Corsairs of
France," "and for the first time in

history a French squadron, passing
through the strait of Gibraltar, defeated an English fleet off Brest, and
then, moving round to the eastward,
drove off the blockading squadrons of
Henry VIII. from Boulogne."
Tea Hi In ι*

tlie 1>Hcli*r.

In their efforts to teach children parents are often surprised by the original
views which the youngsters take and
by their presentation of views which,
while they may be but partial, are at
lea<t correct and discriminating so far

they go.
It occurred to a father who noticed
a carpenter hammering upon the roof
of a distant house that lie would give
his little sou. eight years old. a lesson
in physics by «-ailing attention to the
fact that the blows of the hammer
could be seen before the sound made by
them could be heard ainl explaining
that the difference in time between
the seeing of the blows ami the hearing
of the noise was due to the fact that
as

light travels much faster than sound.
II·· sought to introduce the subject by
asking the boy if he understood why It
was ilnit he could see the lin-amor fall
before lie could tear the noise of the
Ive
stroke. Ile was astoii'drnd to
the reply. "Yes. It's l.ccau.te my e.vee
are nearer to tin- hammer than my
ears." St. Nicholas.
An i;iu<iueut Criticism.
Theodore Thomas. in conducting an
orchestra, seemed impassive. Imperturbable. Λ v.. er in the Outlook commenting n;■.>n tb. says that he wus ap-

parently
yet the

\.

a

feeling,
reality,
of Mr. Thomas' rehearsals

iliio.it

passion
was

...nee

«

or

not

and at one
it was fully con ira. lifted.
At a certain point iu tin» symphony
the orcl:est;.i was placing iu perfect
lime ..η·. I.lac. 1 nit with a certain mechanical cf.s-t which iu> one bad nuThomas
Mr.
suddenly
mail
lled
rapped th·· mûrit* stand before him.
Then with
The or« lu ira stopped.
his hand he imitated the action of an

organ grinder.
With only a

word to indicate the
bar at which the orchestra was to take
up the music, he struck the ruck before him for attention, and with a
movement of liis baton gave the signal.
The or hestra repeat··»! the passage
he h id criticised by dm: !» sliow, and
this time il played with spirit und
fire.

A Silent I .i!i«I,

In the rainless Interior of Australia
t!:eic I-· a silence of the grave. This
le.-ithllke silence lias a peculiarly deIf two men ure
.>:·· sing effect.
a disaiup' d and one of tlicm goes to
tant township to g« t provisions while
the other remains behind to look after
th.' camp, the man who Is to remain
says to his mate iu forcible gold fields
language, "Now, Bill, don't you be long
uwuy. You know what klml of a place
If his
this Is to live iu by yourself."
mate Is away for two or three days,
the silence gets upon the mun's nerves,
and In the cud he shouts in order to
make a noise, anil theu he Is afraid of
the sound of bis own voice.
t'lunuuion.

us with th« bulk of
cinnamon, which Is the aromatic
bnrk of certain trees common to that
The trees ure never allowed
Island.
l>urlug
to grow higher than ten feet.
the seasou of harvesting, of which
there are two a year, the branches of
three to five years' growth are cut
down itud the top surface of the bnrk
scraped away. Theu the bark Is ripped
slices, which
up longitudinally Into
to the sun to dry curl
when

Ceylon provides

our

exposed

course of drying
up into quills. Iu the
the oil, upon which the aroma and
flavor depend, Is diffused throughout
bark.

|tlic

Origin of (irnft.

Municipal corruption of various kinds
Is generally Indicated by tlie word
"graft." The origin υί tlil-s term Is obscur*», but It Is believed to have arisen
from dishonesty In lowlier sphered.
of Americanisms
Royal Irish academy today.—London Bartlett's Dictionary
defines "grafting" as pocket picking,
Chronicle.
and llotten's Slang Dictionary sugOld Scrrr·,
gests that the slang use of "graft"
Old Sevres porcelain holds its own might be a corruption of "craft" or α
among those who are wealthy enough generalization from tbe special work of
to buy It, becausc, within definite lim- gardening.
of
its, it Is perfect. The united skill
the best French chemists, potters,
artists m:d sculptors of the time wont
to Its making; the sordid necessity of
earning .1 proilt did not trouble the director of Sevres, for an easy g>In.„'
monarch was always ready to make

good

the

yearly loss.
perfection—no

lens—was
aimed at, and It was attained. Frenchthe
at
men of that day grumbled
waste of public money on the Pompadour's whim, but Louis took no heel.
Sevres was to produce the finest porcelain at any cost, for the glory of
France and lier Bourbon king».—Lon-

Ttvhuic.il

don Outlook.

Working

l'p.

Elsie—Your Fncle Harry seems
nwful young^to be a doctor. Willie—
Yes, he ain't a real growed up doctor
to chilyet. I expect he's only 'tendln'
dren jet, no' to get some practice.
Excuses don't pay back borrowed
cash.—Louisville Herald.

Disease takes

j vacation.
If

you

strength

no summer

need flesh and
use

Scott's Emulsion
summer as

in winter.

sample.
SCOTT Λ BOWNE, Chemista,
New York.
409-41 s Pearl Street,
50c. and #1.00; all druggist*.
Send for free

paralytic etroke—Milwaukee Sentinel.

\

Moltlurr «nil Tfinvrmtarr,
A cubic foot of air at the temperature of zero (Fahrenheit) can contain
only .5 of η grain of water vapor; at
32 degrees It can hold 2.13 grains; at
(10 It can contain tl.S grains, and at 'JS
It can hold ls.iMt grains of moisture In
suspension. These figures go to show
that summer air can hold at least ulne
times the quantity of dampness that air

when reduced to the temperature
of freezing.

can

An Error In Enicllah.
Even the greatest authors now and
then make a little slip In their English.
Thus Sir M'alter Scott In his "Legend
of Montrose" has this sentence: "But
ere Montrose could almost see what
happened Allan McAulay had rushed
past him." The "almost" snould come
before "ere" In order to express the

author's meaning.

St. Nicholas.

Lueky Man.
He (a former suitor»—So you are
married after all. You told ne once
that you never Intended to belong to
any man. She—Well, that remark still
"ltut your husband?"
holds good.
"Oh, he belongs to me."
Spunl»h Proverb*.
says that he who
makes himself all sugar the Hies will
eat up," but auothcr observes, "He
who makes himself all vinegar will
▲

Spanish proverb

never

catch any tiles."

Thero would be more excitement In

the world If flsh and hailstones· were
as big as the stories told about them.—
Washington Post.

ESTABLISHED ISO.

$îie ©arford gciuocvat,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINK, AUG. 21», 1905.
Α τ wood

Proprietor*.

Tkhms '—#1_V) a year If paid strictly in advance,
otherwise ·2.ϋ0 a year. Single copiée 4 cent».
dvkktiskmkst» :— AU legal advertisements
are riven three connective Insertions for #1·5υ

per Inch In length of column. Special contracte
made with local, transient and yearly advertisers.

Job Pewnso .—Sew type, fast presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming Evente.
Aug. it—«ept. 4—Poland camp meeting.
Aug. 29-Sept. 1.—Eastern Maine fair, Bangor.
Sept 5 —Oxfont Pomona Grange, North BuckHeld.

Sept. 6, 7·—Oxford Baptist Association, West
Sumner.

Sept. 12-15. Maine State fair, Lewtston.
Sept. 19,20, 21.—Oxford County fair.
Sept. 21. 22.—Annual meeting Maine State Board
—

of Trade. Bum ford falls.

Sept. 28, 2T, 2S.—Androscoggin Valley fair, Can
ton.

Sept. 2β, V, 28.—Fair at Riverside Park, Bethel.
Oct. 3, 4, 5 —West Oxford fair, Fryeburg.
SEW

ADVERT1SEMKNTS.

M uslc Teacher.
Summer Clearance Sale.
School Again.
Appointment of Adintulstrator.
Probate Notices.
PlalntltTs Writ.
2 Notices of Bankruptcy.
Lost.

Mere and There.
Edward O'SulIivan Addicks is reported to have "gone broke.'' If the
fact causes Torn I.awson deep and prolonged grief, he is less subject to the
infirmities of human nature than he is
J.

generally regarded

as

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Paris MIL
Baptist Church. Ββτ. Ε. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Γη-achlng every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. Sumiay
Klret

a. E. Forbes.

gboruk M. Atwood.

Λ

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

Forbes,

&

Editor· ud

THE OXFORD BEARS.

being.

Sabbatli Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
Τ Λ) v. *. Y. P. S. C. E. Tuemlay evening,
l'ravcr Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last TrWay before the let
Sunday of the month at 2 30 r. H. AU not
otherwlee connected are cordially Invited.
L'tiiverealHt Cburch.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45 Α. M.

A. Kimball, who had been
spending week with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. H. £. Hammond, returned to
her home in Boston Saturday.
E. P. Spinney, Esq., at one time principal of Paris II ill Academy, now in the
practice of law at North Berwick, and
Mrs. Spinney, were at the Hill Tuesday.
Kecent arrivals at James L. Chase's
Mr. Lincoln, Cambridge, Mass.;
are
Miss Stickney, Cambridge, Mass.; Mr.
and Mrs. McGee, New York; Mr. Hayward, Fitchburg, Mass.
Edward L. Parris, Jr., completed the
trip from New York to Paris Hill by
automobile last Monday by driving his
Ford touring car from Portsmouth, N.
H., to this place.
Fine weather and the usual large attendance combined to make the regular
Saturday afternoon tea at the golf links
a
very pleasant affair. The tea was
given by Mrs. Atwood. A large number participated in the driving contest,
the combined distance of three balls, if
driven within bounds, being added.
The tirst prize for meu was won by the
president of the club, Mr. Charles F.
Mathewson, the second by his son, Mr.
Mathewson. Miss Julia
A.
Samuel
Carter won tirst prize for women, Miss
Adelaide Case, second.
Prof. C. H. C. Wright has been making quite extensive improvements to
bis summer residence including the
wide veranda. Prof.
addition of a
Wright will return to Cambridge about
the middle of September on account of
the entrance examinations at Harvard.
Albert L. Burbank, of the tirin of
Burbank, Douglass A Co., of Portland,
has been spending a vacation at the
Hubbard House. Mr. Burbank was formerly Clerk of Courts for Oxford
Μη·· J.

a

Buckfleld.
Bethel.
of the
Tuesday a large delegation from the 1 Rev. Mr. Pringle, secretary
The Burnham & Morrill corn factory I
the grove 31vic League, baa been In town in the
here is to start work this week with the Universaliet society attended
nterest of the work.
meeting at Bryant's Pond.
promise of a good corn crop.
Mr. and Mrs. Gay Gardner of Mechanic
Monday evening the community was Falls
It is said that there is to be a fair apare visiting Mr. Gardner's parents,
shocked to learn of the sudden death of
ple crop in this vicinity.
been a Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gardner.
West Paris schools will commence Mr. Frank C. Bartlett, who had
Tuesday was field day of tbe Buckmany years. Mr.
Monday of next week, Sept. 4, with Miss resident of Bethel
Seld Literary Club—entertaining comfrom
suffered
times
at
had
Bartlett
the
Grace Dudley, principal of
grammar
army, but pany, refreshments, etc.
school, and Miss Jennie L. Bradbury chills contracted while in athe
Governor Long and son visited the
few minutée
until
health
in
usual
was
will
room
The
assistant.
again
primary
before his death. A widow, two daugh- Norlands the 19th Inst.
be taken by Miss Ethel M. Howe.
C. H. Prince and G. W. Tllton attendFuneral
Mise Bradbury and Miss McKenney re- ters and a son survive him.
afternoon. id a grange field day at Bear Pond
turn this week from their eight weeks' services were held Wednesday
Monday afternoon the W. C. T. U. Saturday. Parlin and
stay at Kennebunk Beach.
John C.
family have reΟ. M. Mason. Mrs.
Mr. Charles W. Dunham, wife and lit- met with Mrs.
Bisbee were :ently visited at Bert Hutchinson's.
tle son, of Brattleboro, Vt., are visiting Mason and Mrs. Fannie
attend the stato Their wives are sisters. Mr. Parlin has
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham. chosen delegates to
and Miss engaged to teaoh at Canton. He has
Bar
Harbor
at
convention
Dunin
Mr.
Their jouraey was made
chosen
was
taught several years at Berwick.
Isabel
delegate-at·
Shirley
ham's new 24-horee power automobile.
Frank Pray and family of Weymouth,
and
car
large.
This is a fine covered touring
who has so long Mass., Harry Dillingham of Dillingham
Clare
Mrs.
Harvey,
ever
here.
eeen
best
one of the
News office, is to Hill, Auburn, and Alfred Mclntire of
Mrs. M. G. Bradbury and daughter been in the Bethel
and enter Biddeford have been recent guests of
have returned from Locke's Mills. leave the first of September

Lura
Mrs. Jennie Washburn and two children have gone to Portland for a while.
Mrs. L. F. Willie is now keeping house
in the rooms. Mrs. Mary Stetson and
little daughter from Gilbertville are
visiting her mother, Mrs. Willis, for a
few days.
Mrs. Caleb Fuller is so much improved
in health as to be able to be about the
house.
Mrs. Sidney Farnum, who had a severe
attack of paralysis over a year ago, has
far recovered as to get about the
eo
house somewhat in a wheel chair.
Winfield Emmons has returned from
Beiuis and is now working for Frank L.
Willis.
Quite a number from here attended
! the Universalist grove meeting at Bryant's Pond Tuesday of last week.
Mrs. Fred J. Bird of Worcester, Mass.,
has
recently been spending several
weeks visiting her mother, Mrs. G. 11.
Brings, and her sister, Mrs. Ν. I. Swan,
at Bryant's Pond.
Mrs. Jennie Lurvey and son Harold
are visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles F.
Barden.
Fred and Archie Gurney of Hebron
are visiting at Harry Holden's.
A good congregation was present at
the Baptist church Aug. 20th to listen
to Jonas Edwards of Auburn, who spoke
in a plain earnest manner to the attentive
listeners.
Prof. George Berry, formerly of West
Sumner but now of Colgate University,
New York, preached last Sunday morning for the Baptist society. Mr. Berry
visited his uncle, Dea. George W. Berry,
and family, of this place.
0. D. Ellingwood made a trip to Errol,
Ν. Π., last week.
II. G. Brown has a fine patch of thrifty
sunflowers. The stalks near the ground
measure 6 to 7 inches in circumference,
and the majority of the stalks have
grown to a height of over 10 feet. The
heads measure from 8 to 10 inches in
diameter. Mr. Brown has also set out
and started a nice large strawberry bed
this season. Ile is greatly improved in
health.
The children of the Univerealist and
Baptist Sunday Schools enjoyed a hayrack ride last Friday afternoon, going
through North Paris to Tuelltown and
return. G. L. Briggs took them with
I his team.

the office of the Maine Farmer at Au-

gusta.

Hamlin of Bridgton has
been the guest of Mrs. J. C. Billings.
Mrs. Hamlin will be remembered
former students of Gould Academy as
Miss Wingate, who was associate prinMrs. J. G.

by

The Velvet,

one

of Old

Jobû Guerdin, whose home was in
Lewiston, was struck by a locomotive at
Deering Junction Wednesday, and later
died in the hospital from his injuries.

By the bursting of a pipe connected
compressed air plant at the
granite quarries at High Island, Eugene
with the

Manfridie wan killed. His age was 35.
He is survived by a wife and two children, who are in Italy.

John L. Doucette of South Brewer,
forty years old, was instantly killed

Monday by being caught in a pulley
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Spaulding.
while at his work in the pulp mill of the
C. M. Heald has 30 acres of oats.
Eastern Manufacturing Co. at South
Chas. Buck's yield of oats on an acre
Brewer. He leaves a wife and son.
was

75 bushels.

to

Orchard's

biggest hotels, has just beeo sold and
the price is said to have been $200,000.
Harvey S. Foster died at Milbridge on
the 18th, from the effects of a stab said
to have been inflicted by a lobster flsherman nine days earlier.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. DeCoster of MeJohn J. Casey of Somersworth was
chanic Falls spent Sunday among bis killed at Flynn bridge, on the eastern diwhom
of
relatives and old time friends,
vision of the Boston and Maine, near
he has many, who heartily greet him.
some time during TuesSouth

STOMACH

HTOMEI

—

DOSING, JUST BBEATHE
AND
SNEEZING
STOP8

SMARTING.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co. are recommend· 1
J
I ng to their customers as a cure for bay
1 ever, Hvomei.
It is claimed for this remedy that it

some years ago.
Mrs. DeCoster and son of Buckfield
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Horace C.

John Russell,

an

masons

.800 Yards of Lace
at 5 cents per Yard.

itops the spasmodic paroxysms, the
the smarting and running of
! ineezing,
1

Many persons have been cured of bay
'ever by Hyomei, and the discoverer of
;he remedy professes to be able to present both the occurrence of the annual
ittack and to stop the progress of the
iieeaee, even in the most chronic forms.
A. Hamlin, of Westford, Mass., writes,
'Hyomei cured me of hay fever in one
week's time. I consider it a duty to tell
ithere who suffer from this disease."

This endorsement is only one of bunireds that have been received by the
proprietors of Hyomei, and F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s offer to refund the money if
Hyomei does not do all that is claimed
For it, is the strongest proof that can be
çiven as to the confidence they have in
Hyomei's power to cure bay fever. The
complete outfit costs but $1.00, while
extra bottles can be procured for 50

just secured this lot of lace

We have

;he eyes and nose, and other acute sympof this disease.

:oms

Berwick,
octogenarian, has day night while riding on the top of a
on
for
three
been tending
days
freight car. He was aged about 25.
the M. E. churcb. How is that for a
cents.
Andrews.
Chandler H. Barron, aged about 58,
had
been
youth?
Mrs. Samuel Whitney, who
Centhe
Maine
at
lower
master
yard
STATE OF MAINE.
C. S. Childe is building an elevator.
ill but a few days, died suddenly Thursin Lewiston, was caught
Carlton Gardner, we are glad to re- tral station
COUNTY OF OXFORD, Ss.
day evening. The illness bad not been
the
on
in
cars
the
between
two
yard
To the Sheriff of tiny County In our eabi State,
considered of a critical nature. She is port, is very much improved in health.
of the 10th and instantly killed. or either of hie Deputies,
Greeting:
Thos. S. Bridgham returned Tuesday morning
survived by three sons and a husband,
for
been
had
Barron
Mr.
We Command You, to attach the goods ami
yardmastor
who have the deepest sympathy of from visiting friends in Boston, Cohaeis survived by estate of Charles L. Saunders, cominorant of
He
thirty
years.
nearly
points.
Paris, In the County of Oxford and State of
neighbors and friends. Funeral ser- set and other
Carroll Ricker of Boston came to visit a widow and four children.
Maine, ami especially the stage building, the
vices were held Sunday afternoon.
hall and the office or entrance building,
dance
cold
and
taking
Albert Gallant, aged 8, and Fabian
The fall term of Gould Academy will his relatives Tuesday,
together with stationary seats In front of the
is now threatened with fever.
Gallant, aged 0, were drowned in the stage building and all appurtenances thereto,
open Sept. 5th. Miss Foss, a Wellesley
A large derrick has been erected at Presumpscot River at Westbrook Thurs- beu( all building· and appurtenances situated
graduate, is to take the place left vacant
on the following describe I leased land, except
by Miss Norton, and Mr. Stilson will All the brush factory dam and operations day. The two brothers with another the booth owned by P. A. Sburtleff and Com
were picking up scrap iron along panv, said leased premises are situated on the
Mr. Erskine's position. Miss Carver is have commenced.
boy
Labor Day is a holiday with the rural the bank of the river when the smaller northerly side of Pleasant Street In said Paris
to return.
and are bounded—southerly by said ttreet—eastThe Ladies' Club will hold their mail carriers.
boy fell in. His brother attempted to erly by Chas. E. Bennett's land—and northerly
Mollie Cole is visiting friends in Port- rescue him, and lost his own life in do- and
annual bargain sale the last of Septemwesterly by Chllds' stand—being known as
land.
Electra Park and owned by a Mrs. Billings, to
ber. The date will be given later.
ing it.
value
of live hundred dollars: and summon
the
two
and
Mrs. J. M. Moore, daughter
The corn shop will open about Sept.
Francis B., the youngest son of Wen- said defendant, (if he may be found In your prfe1st. The warm days have been favor- nieces, of Manchester, Ν. H., who have
to
•Inct.)
appear before our Justices of our
Peaco of Otisiield, committed
Judicial Court, next to be holden at
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Par- dall S.
able for the growth of the corn.
He had been ill Supreme
suicide
shooting.
within and for said County of Oxford, on
by
Paris,
home
Thursdav.
to
their
returned
Dr. Tuell, with bis daughter and son, sons,
his work at the second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1905, then
Charlie Atwood of Rumford Falls is and despondent and left
has been spending a few days at the
there to answer unto Sllae P. Maxim of
Oxford village for his borne on Satur- and
and
Mrs.
Mr.
his
said Paris. In a plea of the ease, for that the
grandparents,
visiting
old home in Sumner.
need
the
he
felt
he
said
as
the
said defendant, at said Paris, on the day of the
10th,
day,
C. B. Atwood.
Town schools will open Sept. 4th.
cipal

LACES!

WAY TO TREAT HAY FEVER.

Maine News Note*.
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shall

we

day, August

place

18.

Comments

unnecessary
for themselves.

speak

will

counters Fri-

on our

are

they

as

CALL AND SEE THEM.
I
I

5. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
Maine.

Norway,

4
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A.

HIIVRTLKFr A

F.

CO.

SCHOOL
As usual

J
JI
J

have the

we

largest

Tablets and

Composition

Pads,

all

Books,

A

CO.

AGAIN.
and best assortment of

County.
styles and

ic.

NRCRTLEFF

SUPPLIES

SCHOOL
to be foui'd in Oxford

A.

to

sizes,
25c. each.

ic.

$

25c. each.

to

Pencils, ic. to 10c. each.
The Civic Committee, of Boston, is
doing missionary work in Maine, sendPenholders, Pens, Erasers. Pencil Boxes, Rulers, Ink and
a young man purchase of this Writ, being Indebted to the
was
Peaco
Mr.
of
a
rest.
C. H. Prince with his auto, took his
dolforty
ing out literature advocating capital
His plaintiff, In the sum of two hundred to
the acArdelia and Mrs. Chas. Buck universally liked and esteemed.
needed for school use.
sister
and seventeen cents, according
lars
Mills.
Wilson's
will
wife,
and
labor
Its
everything
expense
punishment.
age was 22. He is survived by his count annexed, then and there. In consideration
to South Paris Thursday.
be
Arthur and Perley Flint were in town
practically wasted. The general
a sister and two brothers.
thereof, promised the plaintiff to pay him the
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
parents,
same on demand.
sentiment in Maine is so strongly opposthe first of the week to see their mothor,
County.
Qilead.
was injured in a pecuCobb
June 30,1'J05.
Governor
South
Paris,
who
is
in
ed to the death penalty that there is not a
A.
F.
Mrs.
Flint,
very poor
Miss Helen Cole left Saturday for
Tbe Mountain Rills fair and social liar way at Rockland Wednesday. While S. P. Maxim Fold to Col. Chas. L. Saunders:
health.
ghost of a chance that it can be re-estab- Guildhall, Vermont, where she is to
12.00
June #). 120 Feet Supporte
will occur Aug. 30th at the town hall passing in front of a store, he was
Edith
lished during the present generation.
and
Miss
Wilson
Eliza
Mrs.
60
18 extra Backs,
teach school.
ice struck on the head by the heavy wooden June-21. 5 gal. Creosote Stain, Can,
and
articles
in
the
the
of
Ν.
evening.
Fancy
Wilson
Groveton,
II.,
spent
Rev. E. O. Taylor and family are tak4.50
lowAc
was
roll of an awning which
cream on sale.
being
"
past week with S. S. Bennett.
again ing a vacation. Mr. Taylor and Norman
22. Π Μ·Ιου mis. 1 ply Parol·!,.. .20.72 37.82
"The fashionable tigure has
Dr. Barrows and son Harold from ered and which broke from its fastening.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Meserve of Otis35.12
July 1. 1!03 ft. dimension stuff, 18..
changed," is the conspicuous headline are visiting his people on Cape Cod and
the
blow
and
was
not
at
3 Ni
Cloverdale The injury
serious,
27'» ft plank
tield
are visiting relatives and friends Philadelphia are stopping
is
in
New
Brunswick.
advertiseMrs. Taylor
with which a current corset
sw oo
boards
ft.
the
7000
but
not
the
break
did
governor
Farm.
skin,
Meserve's in town.
of
Mrs.
is
of
Paris hill.
of
board
there
the
At
a
But
28.00
Summer
attention.
meeting
managers
ment attracts
2000 ft. plank flooring
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Boober of Norway, was rendered unconscious by the blow
Our minister, Rev. Wm. Perez, gave us
4M
300 ft. 6 χ «
nothing to indicate that the tigure which of the Paris Hill Golf Club last Saturday
effects.
from
its
some
suffered
from
New
Cbilds
and
2.02
Miss
York,
boards
l/ibor
Margaret
a very instructive and interesting serfitting
certain rules governing the conduct of
(iod gave has changed materially.
F. A. SHUBTLEFK * CO.
F. A. SliriiTliEFF A CO.
11 days labor self, June 19
and Mr. M. R. Bennett are going to the
mon Sunday morning.
caddies on the links were adopted and
We frequently hear of a person who
to July let, Inclusive, $2.75, 30.25
25th.
the
Mountains
White
and
are
now
a
friend
Wm.
Morse
Mrs.
one at noon
has a bill or two of the old continental
Mail boxes, both in the cities and on in hour in the morning and
Mr. and Mrs. Saunders of Hanover
210 17
at the Aziscoos House. They brought
as the only time when they will be
currency which is carefully treasured
the rural free delivery routes, are to be fixed
and
in
town
friends
visited
own
with
team
them.
Wednesday
Which account the plaintiff avers Is for labor by
their
allowed to play. The matter of the
as a family heirloom or as a relic of
is
It
the
near
future.
iu
him
furn'shed
him performed and material by
painted green
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Flint accompanied Thursday.
which has been considerRevolutionary times, but few people In the erection of said buildings under a connot stated why this is done—whether to guest privilege,
Two deer were seen near Mr. Ε. K.
by their son, Will B. Flint, started Monsuch an amount of tract by him made with said defendant, tin
abused this season, was taken up
=
possess
=
anywhere
make the boxes harmonize better with ibly
last of which labor
day morning for Farmington by the Bonnett's in the pasture playing with this currency as is owned by Alexander owner of said buildings, the
a vote passed that on and after
the landscape, or to eliminate a reminder md
was performed and the last of said materials
kind wishes the cows.
of
the
lakes.
Many
bas
way
He
for
the
China.
$4000
tirst
South
Bassett of
guests
charge
were furnished within ninety days of the purof the graft in connection with the September
Mrs. George Wiggins, with her husfor their prosperity and happiness folshall be fifty cents per week, one week
in bills of all denominations from 32 to chase of this writ; and this suit Is brought to enWeek on
Sale for
aluminum paint formerly used.
low them from many friends, for as band and two daughters, from Charlesforce the plaintiff's lien for same upon said
New
from
was
Bedford,
It
to be the minimum charge and such
brought
at T. G. &S0.
are visiting
buildings above described situated on said
and townsmen they town, Mass.,
neighbors
from
Jonathan
kindly
cards
bis
must
guests
Mass., by
procure privilege
grandfather,
Yet the said
above describe·! leased premises
Greenwood.
Replying to an implied slur on Sheriff
are unsurpassed.
Lary's.
on the written application
Baeeett, and had been paid the latter's Defendant, though often lequeeted, lias not paid
I'ennell. the Argus says that the sheriff the secretary
Divers events have transpired during
Quite a number of the young people father for his services in the Revolution- the same, but neglects and refuses so to do; to
a guest
that
a
of
member,
may
except
the
was
when
he
enforcing
waa popular
East Hebron.
the damage of said plaintiff (as he says) the sum
of this town attended the fair at West
the past week, enough, enough indeed,
The skirts arc made from the l>e»t
25 McGee adjustable yoke Petticoats.
at a charge of twenty-five cents for
ary army. Thus its genuiness is beyond of live hundred dollars, which shall be made to
prohibitory law "at his discretion," and aplay
fill a column: while here we are reCity people are now enjoying the Bethel.
and it has been handed down appear, with other due damages; and have you
marie
to
can
tit any size waist from is t> >.
single day when accompanied by a to
bo
and
question
of
mercerized
that he is more popular now that he is
goods
luality
Mrs. George Richardson and daughter
All guest charges to be paid stricted to a few inches of space. Some country air and vegetables fresh from
four generations of the family. there this Writ, with your doings therein.
enforcing it according to its letter and member.
Ruth are visiting at Mr. J. E. Richard- through
Witness, ANDREW P. W1SWELL. Chief ! 18 to 44 length. These skirts are fitted like a dress skirt ami Rive a perfect form,
of these happeuings savor somewhat of the gardens.
to
the
secretary.
Justice of our said Court, at Paris, the third day
spirit. It is a peculiar admission for the
Edwin Lane's relatives have visited son's.
nice for stout ladies as there are no gathers at the waist.
Cushinan Discusses Peace Question
Another mixed foursome golf tourna- the humorous, while others take on a
of July In the year of our Lord one thousand J Especially
Argus to make, that any one who has
more sombre aspect.
him recently. His sister, Mrs. Tuttle,
nine hundred and live.
on
Monlinks
1905.
at
the
will
be
Aug.
ment
Hebron,
25,
played
$i.2|
Mexico.
il.75
Skirts, one week,
anything to do with an actual enforceF.
CHARLES
WHITMAN,Clerk.
To begin with, then, Mrs. Edgar Mor- from Auburn, Mr. Walter Chase from
It has been tbe custom of late yean
day and Tuesday of next week. The
«««·»»
ment of the prohibitory law can be popu
1.50
2.00
On the 22d inst. Lena Α., daughter ol
t<
will
on Mon- gan and Mrs. Handal Herrick visited at Dixfield, grandniece, Miss Fanny Lane,
occur
after
for
of
leisure
for
haying
drawiug
partners
gentlemen
lar, but it was probably an inadvertence,
"
"
"
2.00
STATU OF MAINE.
the Bennett place, and while on their from Chicago, Mrs. Folef from Medford, Adelbert Kidder, reached here with hei take some kind of a vacation. So
[8KAL J
2.50
ten
o'clock.
at
day
this
and the Argus may be forgiven
hither they saw and heard things Mass., two granddaughters, Misses Grace husband, W. II. White. Their home i:
OXFORD, 9S.
«·
»
"
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Tuesday. Red-humped Apple Tree Caterpillar.
Several specimens of an unknown
red among the
species of caterpillar have been brought

start*

Meeting of Veteran Association.
Mexico, Aug. 23.
The veteran association of Co. C, 8th

NORWAY.

Judge and Mrs. C. F. Whitman re
Maine, and Co. F, 9th Maine, held their
from a ten days' visl
annual reunion here to-day. They came turned Tuesday
their son Victor M. Whitman al
as the guests of Adelbert Kidder of with
Lynn, Mau.
the 8th.
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hills and Mr. am
Those present from the 8th Maine were
Mrs. E. P. Smith were at New Meadowi
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Inn for the shore dinner Sunday. The]
Capt. Charles H. Prince, Buckflelil.
also were at Casco Castle, Underwood
J A. Noyes, South Parle.
M. W. While, Jay.
and Portland, returning on the late trail
Isaac P. Davis, Poland.
after a most pleasant day's outing.
Delance Young, Auburn.
W. T. Abbott of Boston made a briel
Wallace White. Auburn.
James M. Shackler, Canton.
stop at Norway Wednesday and ThursLuther P. Abbott, Canton.
day. Owing to his son's sickness he
Adelbert Kidder, Mexico.
was obliged to return to Boston ThursFrom the 9th Maine:

into the Democrat office within a few
weeks, with the inquiry whether they
were the caterpillar'of the brown-tail
OKA.SD T&l'NK RAILWAY.
Mr. Peter V. Martin of Boston is a moth. As no specimen of a full-grown
Commtinclnft June Id, 19W,
brown-tail moth caterpillar has ever
guest at J. J. Murphy's.
been placed on exhibition here, it was
ΓΚΑΙ.Ν8 LKAVK SOUTH PARIS
Mrs. Lila S. Woodbury is epending s
impossible to say absolutely with reA. M., (dally, Sunday
iiolnm town east!-4:51
of weeks in Portland.
4.04 P. M.
Sunday only couple
gard to the specimens brought in, but
» « a. M..
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β**» ρ·
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10:15 Ρ {
.tug UP (*β-Ι)-Ι»ΛΪ Α.Μ..3* r.l.,
case that they were not brown-tails.
You'll want to smile with David.
laity, Sundays Included). Sunday only
According to the illustrations of the
A. M.. 7:45 r. »■
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Biather of Boston brown-tail
caterpillar it is an inch and a
soi*tu fAKis post omet
are visiting at J. P. Richardson's.
half long, and covered with hairs nearly
7 80 P. *.
Office Hour· : 7 30 A. M. to
Miss Beatrice Kawson has returned to a quarter of an inch long. The caterday.
OWM1M.
pillars brought in, with one exception, D. A. Rowe, Sumner.
Newrv where she will teach this fall.
Repairs are being made in the Sanborn
Κβτ. A. K. Bald
are longer and without long hairs, and
flarland C. Barrows, 8umner.
K'r-t Congregational Church,
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Pomological Society, says:
than it is at the present time.
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(.worth LeagueT ou
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14th
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rufsilay evening;
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and arrangements are being
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Mrs. Wilson Sprague of Portland
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Albert W. Austin has been engaged as I parents Wednesday evening, by Rev. II.
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were received.
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speech
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WILL CAUSE SICKNESS UNLESS

As a cure for skin diseases this salve ii
unequalod. For sale by Shurtleff A Co.,

STOMACH

STBENOTHENBD WITll MI-O NA.

IS

One tablet of Mi-o-na taken before
Sonth Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway;
each meal daring the summer months,
Jones Drag Store, Oxford.
whenever the stomach is oat of order, or
Molkir On/'· Appeal to Worn··.
the digestion weak, will do more than
Mother Gray, a nurse In New York, discovered
other treatment to prevent the disan aromatic uleaaant herb drink for women'· 111·, any
season.
called AUSTRALIAN-LEAF. It la the only eases caaaed by germs at this
certain monthly regulator. Core· female weakIf the stomach is weak so that food
Urinand
Bladder
■ ηesses and Backache, Kidney,
in it, the food
SO eta. does not readily digest
ary troublée. At all Druggists or by mall
a sour, slimy, fermenting
Sample FREE. Address, The Mother Gray Co., will become
mass in the digestive organs, the Ideal
] Le Boy, N. Y.
condition for germs to cause bowul
Are Ton 1'ilng Allen's Foot-Easel
or other summer
Shako Into your ihoea Allen'e root-Ease, s trouble, diarrhœa,
Corns, Bunions, Painful, illness.
powder. It cares
all
At
feet.
Druggist·
Swollen
Smarting, llot,
Mi-o-na will soothe and heal the irriand Shoe Store·, 28ctated mucous membrane of the stomach
and digestive tract, stimulate the solar
Born.
plexus, and strengthen the whole nervThis remarkable remedy
ous system.
In -aouth Parla, Aug. 21, to the wife of George will make the whole digestive system so
D. Roberaon, a daughter.
clean and sweet that food canIn Rum ford, Aug. 19, to the wife of Edwin K. healthy,
not ferment; and any disease germs
Martin, a daughter—Daley Evelyn.
In South Rumford, Aug 13, to the wife of which may enter the stomach will be
John Rolland, a son.
In 8ou'h Waterford, Aug. 18, to the wife of
liana M uller, a daughter—Bessie Katherine.
In Hartford, Aug. 18, to the wife of F. W.

Bryant,
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Summer Clearance Sale I

bargains, sterling qualities, at close
These consist of broken lots of summer goods, marked
If you are
low to close out. All from regular stock, first-class goods.
can get the most and best for your money,
where
for
the
you
looking
place
be sure and see our line.
Λ choice array of wholesome

trimmed

SHlrt Waists
You

is your chance

COLORED WAISTS of gingham, several styles, were 50c., 75c. and 08c., now 39c.
WHITE LAWN Waists, a dozen styles, lace yoke, tucks and insertions, were
y
98c.
$1.25 and 91.·40, now
WAISTS of fine white organdie, round yoke of pin tucks and lace, large sleeve,
were

12.50,

12.08,

now

and

man.

In Rumford, Aug. 25, Chaplin Virgin, aged .*5 1
years.
In Andover, Aug. 18, Floyd Scarle.
In Bethel, Aug. 24, Mrs. Samuel Whitney.

notify,

and receive reward.
M. E. BENNETT,
Buckfiold, Me.

$3.35

.'

WastL BUlrts

Strayed.

From the

Knight pasture,

a

Norway, Maine.

full-

Holstein bull and
heifer. Notify
Holstein
yearling
H. N. PORTER, South Paris.

yearling

blooded

Money
Saved

lOiitlureîterlv corner of Howard Itu-seli's Fluke
let. socall<-<l; thence easterly on line of i>al<l
F".i.ke lot to the easterly corner thereof; thence
ar.gllng northerly to land of John F. Lewi-;
hence norhcasierly on line of said Lewis' 'and
to land of I' mlly J. Page; thence on paid Pa e's
iiict ic rn shop lot. socaHnl; thi»ncc c line
•■fr.iM coin >dnp lot to th' so .theasi corner
hereof ; theme noith"a»ierly on line oi corn
shot· ιοί to Crocked river; thcncc duwn li*aM
ce;
r ver about ten rod» to 'and w Mary A.
then· eon llncof*al>i K're to her west rly corlire
to
Wee
aid
on
-rvc
-OUthcaatcrK*
th
ner;
la'iii formerly owne-l by .Icstiuu laundep·;
(hence lu u Southerly dlrci-ilon on halt Saunders
line to land uf Ih.trios G. Knlzht; thcnce westcorcr'y on line of said Knight to the easterly
ner of the Geo W. Hand p:aee now ow ed
l/r. Cooil'ige; thence northerly to said Coolon said
Idge's north corner; thence westerly
(.'oolldge line to the main street running through
said Village; thence northerly on said street to
the Old Fellow»' lot; thcnce following Odd
Fellows' lot easterly to their eaeteriy corner;
thence northerly to the north corner of said
Odd Fellowe' lot; thcncc westerly to the main
to the
i-trcet; thence on said street northerly
lllack'mlth'e shop lot; thcncc easterly, northerB'acksmlth's
said
shop
of
line
on
ly and westerly
lot to the aforesaid street; thcncc northerly on
said street twe1 ve feet more or less to the p'acc
of beginning.
Also one other lot or parcel of land In said
Waterford and lx>lng that portion of the westfourteenth
erly half of lot number live In the
which lies on
range In said town of Waterford
the noitbcrly side of the road leading from
Noith Waterford to Lovell, estimated to con
tain eighty acres more or less; and whereas
said Osxood Drew by his deed of assignment,
date I Feb. 13. likVi, and recorded In said registry,
book '281, page 134, sold and assigned said mort·
.lames Urown, and
gage to me, the undersigned,
bas
whereas, the condition of said mortgage
been broken.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said

BLUE
JAY

by taking advantage

of

PLASTERS
make hard
roads easy.

package.

To be found at
Pharmacist.

suit sale. All

new

summer

h-ve

suits

been

marked down

sev-

No

dollars.

eral

uits but all new
goods made for this

old

>

season.

<.·»<>
10 00
12.00
13.60
15.00
10.00
1S.OO

MilH

-n

·> *>··'"

are now

7.50
10.00
10.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

Straw Hal*
At Cost.

H. B. FOSTER,
Norway,

mortgage.
Dated at Paris, Me this twelfth day of Aug.,
JAMES BROWN.
11105.
his Attorney.
By James S. Wright, for
Mortgagee.
Wrlsht Λ Wheeler, Attorneys

Paris.

our

ou··

by

CORN

Me.

Teacher.
Reasonable

evening.

ALL STYLES

rates.

Mrs. Parmenter, Piano Instructor.
or

leave order at Dr. Pat menter's

BLUE

OF

GLASSES

Optical Office, Norway.

STORES.

bargains

September

are

ist.

going

fast and

our

only

sale

DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER, Eye Specialist.

continues until abouti

$i

WORTH SAVING ISN'T IT?

The Man, Youth,

inning

or

Boy who

needs

an

odd

pair of

now.

BOYS' TROUSERS
YOUTHS' TROUSERS
MEN'S TROUSERS

Come and

see us.

You will find

to

Ij

$5.

trousers has

ιy Next Door
his

25c. off.

to 50c. off.
31c. to $1 off.

20c

something you

are

looking

Many
AU glasses made according to Prescription. Satisfaction guaranteed.
work.
living testimonials. EYES TESTED FREE. All kinds of Optical repair
I MAKE OPTICS A SPECIALTY. 1*» years experience. Consult me about your
eyes.

Regular Suits and OutingTO Suits
WE HAVE CUT IN PRICE FROM

Easy Weekly Payments

On

LAST CHANCE ON OUR
CLEARANCE SALE.
The

79c.

color,
98c.

SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

1

Write

$Ι·75

and

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
WICKIIEAS, Frc<l M.Mosher, of Waterford,
hi*
mortg'g.i ''ceil, «Intel the S ! 'lay of A iijr.,
by
IbOl, and recorded in the Oxford rogMrv of
LOST.
Ao
conveyeil to
devils, hook 3>i!>, l>ngc
Liver and white pointer clog, with OHgn'Hl liivw of Albany. a certain parcel of real
«.«talc hltnatcl In North Mat-rford Village,
Buxton, bounile·! un·! described as fol own, to wit : Comcollar marked A. G.
tncnt-lng at a point un the easterly el :e of Main
Me., on plate. Finder please
Street running through said VllWgu ami at t*e

given day

.......

T. Tlaayer,

years, 6 months.
In Albany, Aug. 17, Theodore Roosevelt, son
of Mr. and Mrs. George <;ummlngs,ag'!d2years.
In Norway, Aug. It, Bernard, Infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Everett, aged 5 months,1
27 days.
In Kant Waterford, Aug. 21, In'ant daughter
of Mr. and Mrs Merton Young, aged S months.
In Hebron, Aug 23, James Cantello.
In Brownfleld, Aug. 22, Mre. Druellla Chap-

or

now

HEAVT SILK Waists, black and colors, last season's styles, were £.>, now $2.50
JAP SILK Waists, white, several styles, with lace, tucks and insertions, were

Am

Shedd, formerly
months.
In Rumford Falls, John C. Whitman, aged 64 MARKET

Music

Here

Thursday morning.
shipping live stock every week,
paying full market price.

noon

In Dlxfleld, Aug. 19, Mrs. Melissa Randall,
widow of Isaac Randall, aged 92 vears.
In Seattle, Wash., Aug. 16, Mrs. Sablna E.
of Norway, aged 82 years, 8

Piano lessons

have.

....
$3-75. 5-63. 7-50
one-fourth off, prices now
WHITE SUITS of muslin and linen, several styles, sizes from .'}(} up, all at
liberal discount.

Freeh meats of all kinds constantly on
hand.
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Freeh fish arrives every Monday after-

Taylor.

Office, South

two more than you

Suite
styles.

Meat Market.

In Bethel, Aug. 21, Frank C. Bartlelt, aged
years.
In Alfred, Aug. 22, Albert Webber, aged 81
years, 7 months.
In South Hiram, Aug. 20, Mrs. Harrison

Next to Post

cheap.

one or

and strength.
Take Mi-o-na now, and F. A. ShurtCotton, woolen and silk suits, good
leff <£ Co. will guarantee to refund the
risk is SILK Shirt Waist Suits of good tafTeta, black and brown, neatly made, were
money if it does not cure. The
$8.50
........
912 50, now
all theirs.
MISSES' SUITS of wool material», plain colors and mixtures, jacket and skirt,
.....
$4.50107.50
now one-half price, or
THAYER'S
LADIES' SUITS of novelty and plain goods, many styles, jacket and ekirt, some
$4.50 to 9.00
style In any size, oDe-half price, now
SniRT WAIST SUITS of brilliantine, in brown and blue, many plaits and tucks,

Died.

BROOKS—The

a use

one

get

to

for

find

debility.
feneral
igestive system and give perfect health

South Parle, Aug. 23, by Rev. H. 8. Pinkhsm, Mr. George A. Cutting and Misa Iva B.
Uaggett, both of South Paris.
In South Paris. Aug. 26, by Rev. II. A. Clifford, Mr. Ralph E. Sturtevant and Misa Grace E.
Corbett, both of Paria.
In Sumner, Aug. 25, by W. II. Eastman, Esq
Mr. Leroy S. Burgess and Miss Nettle O. Morrill, both of Sumner.
In Sumner, Aug. 26, by W. H. Eastman, Eeq
Mr. Charles L. Hammond and Miss LMa M.
Wing, both of Sumner.
In Rumford Falls, Aug. 20, Mr. P. A. Perry
of Dlxfleld and Mrs. Larlno Darrah of Rumford
Falls.
In

10c. the

always

can

Just one small tablet out of a 50 cent
Several good values left.
box of Mi-o-na before eating, and you
will have no headaches, back-ache, poor
DUCK Skirts, black and blue, neat styles, were OSc., now
DOTTED
heartappetite, distress after eating,
and
DENIM Skirts, made with tabs and straps, piped with plain
DUCK
or
burn, furred tongue, sleeplessness,
......
good value at -51.40, now
It will tone up the

daughter.

Wiley,

ptices.

destroyed.

Married.

Me-J

·1

BEWARE OF SUMMER GERMS.

The Intense itching characteristic ol
instantly allayed by applying Chamberlain's Salve,
salt rhenm and eczema is

1

-

MVSIMIIj

UI

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, Maine.

REFRIGERATOR

for.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

SOUTH PARIS.

to

U 11M U Ull I L

niu

BE

MOLD

FIRST

NORWAY.

ΛΤ

|:«»T

TO

CUSTOMER.

A BARGAIN IN WHIPS ! 3-BURNER GASOLINE STOVE.
One Second-Hand

OVEN ATTACHED, ALL IN GOOD REPAIR.
CALL AND GET PRICE ON SAME.

I AM SELLING THE BEST QUALITY FULL LENGTH
RAWHIDfe WHIP FOR 50 CENTS AND GUARANTEE
A
THEM TO GIVE SATISFACTION. 35 CENTS BUYS

WHIP.
REGULAR 50 CENT FULL-LENGTH RAWHIDE

JAMES N. FAVOR, »s°sF»CKEB
OX

At Cost !

Norway, Maine.

St.,

Ν

ι

SET 600-POUND PLATFORM

SCALES.

WILL BE SOLD AT

COST—OR CHEAPER.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

buildings and new
^lth Iaf£e»
{equipment throughout, revised courses
and increased teaching force, it
PLEASE oEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study
best facilities in the world for
FILL OUT, CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.

wTTr r iv^nnuATinv
II βτνινη
INFORMATION
GIVING FULL

To

City

ne*

I

I bas themen and
| young

women

Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
aptraining for business. More than 30Bliss
plications a month are roceived for
Street, graduates. Full information together
with an Illustrated catalogue will be sent
A call at the school will
or town, upon request.
FALL
convince you of its superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

You

Threshing !

can

get your threshing done

by hauling your grain to

International Gasoline
FOR SALE.

us.

Engines

CALL AND SEE THEM

IN OPERATION.

S. RICHARDS,

Optician

Best Work and Lowest Prices.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
Soutb. Parie, Malno.

CASTORIA for Infants and Children,
Til Uil Yii Hi!· Alwifs Bought

of

A LOW PRICE
—

to

An Ohio Fruit

—

Carpets

Wool
close

ON

out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

When suffering daily torture
From backache, rheumatic p&iu.
Any ill of kidneys or bladder,
Turn to Doan's Kidney Pills.
A cure endorsed by thousands.
Bead an old man's tribute.

Sidney Justus, fruit dealer, of Mentor,
*'I was cured by Doan's
says:
Kidney Pills of a severe case of kidney
trouble ο f
eight or ten

years'
ing.

I will furnish
Slio or Style at

DOOBS an·! WINDOWS of My
reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.
Inside or
If In want of any kind of Finish for
Lum
Outaliie work. send in your order». Pine
Cash.
for
hand
on
Cheap
ber and Shingles

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
sale.
Matched Har«l Woo>l Floor Boards for

IHVIDLER,

W.

E.

Main

West Sumner

Plumbing and Heating. |
attended

Jobbing promptly
Telephone connection.

to.

charge

No

for team.

L. IMC. Longloy,
Maine.

Norway,

Hay

Tedder for Sale.

Osborne tedder,

new

very little used.

last year and

A. NOYES, South Paris.

J.

These

were

pecially

San Francisco, In whose markets fresh
Prefix a syllable autl change a tool
tomatoes may be found eight months of
Into a narrow pass; a demand iuto to
the year, is a cosmopolitan city, in
•peak; a set-ret character Into to un- which, if you take a little trouble as to
ravel; a harbor Into to behave.
the locating of your restaurant, you may
dine in like manner with any nation
So. 2t>9.—Hidden Title Paule.
under the sun.
To try these queer dinners is a fad
the
among people who come here from
East, and in making my rounds with
friends I have at various times taken
notes about the preparation of odd
Your foreign restaurateur is
dishes.
flattered when a patron eummons him,
praises the cooking and asks for the
recipe. Some of the foreign tomato
methods are as follows:
▲ I.A PORTUGUESE.

This nation makes a whole meal of its
A quart of ripe
stewed tomatoes.
tomatoes are peeled and sliced in a
stew pan, over which two Bermuda, or
one Spanish onion, is also thinly sliced.
Cover and cook gently in the liquor
which the tomatoes form for twenty
minutes, shaking the pan from time Ao

es-

severe

thing. and often I could hardly straighten
back. The aching was bad in the
daytime, but just as bad at night, and I
I was
was always lame in the morning.
bothered with rheumatic pains and dropsical swelling of the feet. The urinary
passages were painful, and the secretions

my

discolored and so free that often
I had to rise at aight. I felt tired all
day. Halt' a box served to relieve me,
and three boxes effected a permanent
were

cure."

A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Justus will
be mailed on application to any part of
the l'ailed States. Address Foster-MilSold by ail
burn Co., Rnffslo, Ν. Y.
dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

Oxford Democrat, Parts, Main*».

Tomatoes Variously Cooked.

Ko. a08.—Prefix Poule.

when stooping
lift anyto

SIDNEY JUSTUS.

Builders' Finish !

stand-

I suffered

the most severe
backache and
other pains in
the region of
the k i dneys.

MAINE.
CHANDLER,

column,

Cured of a Terrible Case After Tea
Years of Suffering.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

K. W.

to tbs ladle
Oomepoadeiio· on toplee of Interest
to Milled. Addreaa : Editor HOMMtnu

Raiser, 78 Years Old,

Ohio,

NORWAY,

HOMEMAKEES' COLUMN.

AN OLD MAN'S TRIBUTE.

time to prevent burning; now season
with salt and pepper and pour in a pint
of good gravy, cook twenty minutes
longer and add a pint of steamed rice.
When the latter is thoroughly hot, disli
all together and, if too dry, send to table
with a bowl of thickened brown gravy.
From this I conceived the idea of
cooking whole tomatoes in brown gravy
until tender enough to lift without breakCombine the tirst letters of the ob- ing. Lift with a fork, lay on squares of
jects illustrated, and you will have the toast, and pour the gravy around after
title of a person now before the publie slightly thickening.
eve.—New York Tribune.

▲ iMtek com· wtorr.
is current
A story of a Scotch collie
according to
Α» Αηίηϊ»' Story Fer
»n the Derbyshire border,
A farmer in
CALLED
WHAT HAPPENED WHEN SHE
Little Folks
the Dundee Advertiser.
having
purchased a
WHO
KNEW.
TAILOR
district,
ON THE
the Peak
flock of sheep in the lowlands,
small
THE
WITH
THE MICE
from
drove the flock the whole way
Two young women bad been discusshis farm In Derbyshire
to
character
of
firmness
Scotland
the
undoubted
ing
was
with the aid of a colile do;; which
possessed by the one named "Sallie."
Scotch farmer from
the
"Your nose and chin," deolared Jeanhim
to
by
lent
Mr3. Mouse lives In the wall with
"Wiieû
nette, "denote great decision and execuwham he purchased the s!i ep.
her six little mice. They always-bad
tive ability."
the sheep."
with
home
to
your
you get
"Well," said Sallie, "I have been to cold, cold tails. This made the little said the Scotchman, "let the dog tiil
what
your tailor, and I want to know
home."
mice cry. "Quee—quee!" they said.
his belly; then tell him to g;>
you sent me to him for."
"Hush-h-h!" said Mother Mouse. The Derbyshire man duly arrived at
"Why," aald her friend, "I sent you
so
to him because I like him. He knows "The cat will hear you."
hh farm with the sheep and wan
He takes everyso well what I want.
"We dou't care if she does, Mother pleased with the collie dog and its perit u
thing out of your hands."
We dou't care If the cat does formance that he decided to keep
"I Mouse.
One
"He simply does!" said Sallie.
few days before sending it b ici:.
I
him
told
and
went in there to-day
day he w is away from bum.'
wanted to bave a brown suit made up.
the whole of the day, and on returning
"You don't want brown, madam," he
In the evenli. i.ho found thai iIil· Scotch
said. I said I did. He contradicted
of
collie was missing and also the flock
"You have too sallow a skin to
me.
came
Here is a cloth
wear brown, madam.
sheep. In a fe<v days tiding;
suitable for you," and he showed me a
that the dog had arrived at his Scotch
hideous mixed thing in gray and black."'
home and had brought the sheep back
"Did you take it?" asked Jeannette.
with him.
"I did," replied Sallie. "But for a
not
firm
about
was
I
time
very
long
Brcnklncr It Gently.
wanting the goods. That was while we
He Is a rather serious minded boy
were talking about the way to make the
who has more sense of responsibility
But be
coat. I mentioned an eton.
than many grown person*. So «hen
β toiled at mo in pity.
Ό, no, madam,'
he was sent to his grandmother's to
he said, sadly, 'you can't wear an eton.
It takes a very young lady to wear an
break the news of her aged sister's
eton. What you want is a coat cut just
death he did ko with much gravity and
four inches below the waist-line.'
no little self importance.
"Then he asked me to stand up, and I
"Now, Alfred," his mother said,
his
out
bo
and
stood up,
tape
whipped
mustn't tell grandma suddenly,
"you
was
while
I
me
measured
measure and
It might shock her, even
because
want
I
didn't
him
anything
trying to tell
knew Aunt Martha was III.
she
though
the
I
talked
him.
do
with
you
to
way
Tell It to her gently."
talk in a nightmare, you know, realizing
"All right," assented Alfred, starting
perfectly well what you want to say and
MUS. MOUSE AND HKIt CH1LDKKN.
not being able to say it."
out on his mission with mingled solem"What I
Sallie paused dejectedly.
hear us uud eat us every bit up. Our nity and eagerness.
want to know is," she continued, after a
Arrived at his grandmother's house,
are so cold. Mother Mouse," the
moment's silence, "how it happened. tails
he greeted her with a sober "Hello!"
all
nose
cried
mice
of
little
together.
For I've got a duke
Wellington
and then proceeded to "break the
and all the other features that go to
That day Mother Mouse stood in the
news" by saying:
and
a
make up
strong-minded person,
door of the mouse bole, which came
that
"Aunt Maria's dead, grandma, but
you know very well that the nose of
table
under the dressing
she was
tailor is a snub, and lie hasn't any ehin!" out just
you mustn't feel bad, Van··"
"Well, said Jeannette with a little gig- where a dear little girl was being got pretty old. anyhow. You'll be the next
ready to go to towu. Nurse put on one, I s'pose."—Brooklyn Life.
gle, "you'll like your suit."
"Shall I?" said Sallie, hopefully.
her blue velvet coat and her blue silk

Sallie Had Great

Decision.

TAIL MUFFS

1ÎAKKD, MEXICAN STYLE.
Choose large, firm and not over-ripe
So. SilO.—Charade.
tomatoes. Cut a slice off the top; reTommy was eating my first, when move the pulp, rejecting the seeds as far
his sister, whose name was my secoxp. as possible, and mix the pulp with equal
roast veal and boiled
called him and Bent hiiu to a neighbor's quantities of cold
ham minced
tine, and well-browned
to bom>w my whole, which she used |
bread-crumbs; season with red pepper,
to season her apple pie.
minced onion, parsley and a little musI am still at the Andrews House,
tard, with a tablespoonful of oil for
I'nule.
\u. ail.—Snure
And He was a Professor.
South Paris, and selling the finest pianos
every three tomatoes. Stuff the shells
and organs, new and second hand, at the [Blank words end In the same syllable.] with this mixture, bake for an hour in a
Just as the train was about to leave
I sell for
rtd
moderate oven, and serve on squares of the station a young man grasped the
Kate's dross win# of a
lowest prices ever offered.
on her head;
Write for
She wore a
cash or on easy payments.
toast sprinkled with chopped cress and hand of the distinguished-looking perwith
alarm;
the
hearil
self
She
the
best
have
I
list of bargains.
parsley. For my own taste, I prefer to son of middle ago and said:
but to charm.
She played the
substitute butter for the oil, and I make
player for pianos in the world, don't fail
"Well, good-by, professor."
was there;
A titled
the mixture very hot before filling the
to hear it.
When the train had started the disshe would not wear.
A
South
Maine,
Paris,
S.
shells.
LOT
EYSTER,
tinguished-looking gentleman noticed
or 211 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
that a man with wide stripes in his
Xu. a I a.—Syncopation·.
FRENCII.
shirt bosom was eyeing him narrowly.
1. Syncopate to publish and leave a
Ata delightful little French restaurant,
Just as his eye met that of the professor
If. Syncopate a platter and where you must shut your eyes to the
measure.
the loudly dressed man asked:
leave a river of Scotland. 3. Synco- coarseness of the china and cutlery, the
"Can yon do any tricks with cards?"
and leave shilling for baked tomatoes is soinotimes
furniture
of
article
an
pate
"No," responded the professor, with a
1804-1905.
mushminced
the
of
pulp,
"4. Syncopate pertaining composed
a narration.
"I can not. I have never touched
smile,
for
of
one
the
rooms, shallot*,
egg
yoke
a card in my life."
The Fall Term
to the sea and leave one of the United
thickand
four
tomatoes,
enough
every
"Maybe you play the piano?"
Statts.
ened brown sauce to bring it to the right
Of Hebron Academy will opeu
"I know nothing about music, except
This is at times varied
consistency.
as a mathematical science."
No. ai».—TrMiiapoNltlona.
with a suggestion of garlic, with hard"It's easy to see that you're no boxer.
and boiled eggs or anchovies substituted for
The carpenter used the
Maybe you play pool."
mushrooms.
the
nice
a
made
very
"No, I do not."
the money if the
You need not
A
I.A CREOLE.
"Or billiards?"
INCREASED endowment enables the
"Nor billiards."
article L» without
*
In removing the pulp leave the diviTrustees largely to increase aud
At this juncture a light came into the
He told to the man with an aching sions which held it and fill with hot
s'rentfthen the teaching force. Best and
Kteamed rice, well seasoned, to which loudly dressed man's eyes. "Funny that
a story without a
"I
most thorough instruction, at the lowest
a proper weapon for a
finely chopped sweet green pepper has I didn't think of it before," said he:
Is the
have it! You're a hypnotist."
bits
of
butter
added.
Put
rates. The school has been placed on
been
lavishly
Ί
hunt
man who goes to
"I am nothing of the kind," good
on top, bake, and, when done, pour a
the approved list of the New England
How can I describe muscular
responded the professor.
weil-thickened tomato sauce around.
naturedly
for
Send
?
College Certificate Board.
and still be
"Then I'll give it up. What is your
A L'ITALIENNE.
line? I know you must be something becatalogue to
Stuff with finely chopped shallots, cause 1 beard that young fellow call you
No. at4.—Chaniced Head».
"
chicken-livers, parsley, grated Parmesan 'professor.'
I am a word of letters three;
cheese and bread-crumbs; the livers
'T am an instructor in Greek, rhetoric
Many changes lie In me.
PRINCIPAL.
First about the air I fly;
must be first cooked, and the shallots aud ancient history."
Next beneath your windows cry;
"And you can't do any tricks, or play
lightly fried in oil; bind with one egg
Here I'm found beneath your U et;
yolk for six tomatoes, and wet to the the piano, or bypnotizo?"
THE
Next you wear nu in the street;
"Of course not."
right consistency. A Sicilian cook adds
γι.εα:*«ι*«
Now I am α small boy's name;
to this mixture a little finely minced raw
The loudly dressed man turnod and
ΑΛΙ» HKALIXtÎ
Then an Irish birth I claim;
ham.
gazed out of the window on the opposite
(IRK l'OK
Here a trup is set for me;
side of the car.
Now a verb I chance to be;
SPANISH TOMATO SALAI).
now
I'm
made;
"And he calls himself a professor!"
By leasts und plenty
Cut the tops from large, ripe and firm he
Next brewers use me In their trade.
musingly remarked to himself.
Change but my head each time and see tomatoes, sprinkle the cut surface lightis
Her Modest Ambition.
Ho ν these queer turns can In ine be.
ly with salt, and lay with this side down
Cream Balm
on an earthen dish; leave for eeveral
of artists reminds me of a
Speaking
Kaey ami pleasant to
hours in a cool place, then slice very
\o. ai.'·.—Curtailment*.
use. Contains no Inletter Mr. Edward Gay, the landscape
jurious drug.
Curtail one letter from the tirst word thin and arrange in a bowl, alternately, painter, once received. At that time he
It Isquickly Absorbed
with Spanish onion shaved as thin as
to make the second word.
was taking a few pupils, and the letter
Gives Relief at once.
possible. Dress with oil, pepper, salt was from a lady in Chicago who wanted
'.)pens and cleanses the
A division of a poem, to tip.
and
lemon
Nasal I'astuiges.
"I
juice.
to become one of their number.
Liking, a squall.
Allays Inflammation.
A delicious salad is made of tender, want only a few lessons," she wrote. "I
Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restoree
A square book, a measure.
artist. All
the Senses of Taste anil Smell. Large Size
crisp cabbage, shredded very fine and have no idea of becoming an
A common term for speech, a fish.
I want is to learn enough so I can teach
cents, at l>ru#Klst* or by mall. Trial Slxe 10c. l>y
covered with slices of tomatoes

Pianos.

DeWITT'S Tuesday, Sept. 12, '05.
WITCH HAZEL

SALVE
TBS ORIGINAL.

A Well Known Core for Piles.
Cures obstinate «ores, chapped hands, ecakin diseases. Makes burns end scalds
peinleas. We could not improve the quality
tf paid double the price. The best salve
that experlenoe oaa produce or that money
aema.

can

buy.

Cores Piles Permanently

DeWttt's Is the original and only pure and
genuine Witch Hazel Salve made. Look for
tbe name De WITT on every bo*. AU othei»
•re counterfeit. »«(,Αχιο·τ
X. C. DeWITT A CO., CHICAQO.
Sold by ¥. A. Shurtieff à Co.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

*

Pure 91.8S.
steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, ami India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

Superb

7

COLD 'iv HEAD

mall.
ELY

new

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

and Pictures,

Commencing June 11th, from Portland
8 1·. m., and from Boston at 7 Γ. m.

Agent,

LISCOMB,
J.
Wharf, Portland, Me.

Franklin

&

CALVIN Ai'STIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Oculist,

will be at Elm

Tuesday, Aug. 1st,
of each following
hours,

Eyes

House, Norway,
and 1st
month.

:3ο A. M. to 4
Examined free.

Nichols St.,

Tuesday

Office

Wanted.

P. M.

10

F. A. & J. A. Greene
SPECIALISTS
in the Treatment and Cure

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered at
any «tation.

of

Ε. H. PIKE,

Nervous and Chronic

Diseases.
Place,

WEST PARIS,

BOMTOX. ΜΑ9».

I.oui established ami successful practice. Proved professional «Mil and abilan<l honest treatment. High
ity.
standard of medicines. Reasonable and
fair charges. Advice at office or by mall
absolutely free
All patients who call or write receive
personal attention. Dr. Greene Is thu
well known Medical I.eeturer an<l proprietor of the great family medicine, I>r.
Greene's Nervura Blood an>l Nerve Rem-

Expert

edy.
Booklet, descriptive of l>r. Greene's
methods, remedies and treatment, will be
mailed free upon application.

MAINE

FOR SALE.

pigs, five weeks old, and purt
blood Holstein bull, two years old
H. M. BERRY, South Paris
Six

Tent

for Sale.

I have for sale a
nice

heavy duck.
Apply to

new

Size 14

HARRY

pupils
transportation

Superintendent

Aug. 12,19U5.

We want to

You

a

boy'»

name.

A tailor's hnpleuieut.
Used lu cliees.
What we ilo when eating.
Heard on most farms.
Plenty of fun.
Iteady For the Remedy.

Roltert Clarke, the artist, tells this
story: One day, while out walking with
a friend of his, this frieud complained
of a toothache and asked Mr. Clarke

what he eouîd advise him to buy, as
they were in front of a drug store.
"Why," said Mr. Clarke, "the last
time I hud a toothache 1 went home,
and my wife kissed It away for me."
After u moment's pause his frieud
said, "Is your wife at home now?"—

Key

to

the Pamaler.

No. 2*.K>.—Word Squure: 1. Pearl. 2.
Elsie. 3. Aside. 4. Ilider. 5. Leers.
No. 201.—Kiddle: A Cherry.
No. 202.—A Cargo of Teu: T-able.
T-art.
T-ill. T-wltch. T-ire.
T-ule.
Twine.
No. 203.—A Flock of Birds: Stork.
KenSwallow.
Peacock.
Raven.
Cardlual.
Canary.
Cock. Goose.
A Labyriuth:
2<>4.
Columbus.
Chattanooga.

tucky
Kite.
No.

—

Skylark.

Chicago.

Council

Bluffs.

Deletions: Br-e-ad, brad.
No. 205.
Ma r ine. Maine. Lo-o-se, lose.
No. 206.—Well Kuowu Americans:
Theodore Uoosevelt. Chauucey M. Depew. William Jennings Bryan. Grover
Cleveland. John D. Rockefeller.
2. Fen.
No. 207.—Diamond: 1. W.
3. Order. 4. Wedding. 5. Grime. 0.
—

7. G.

Ann.

are troubled with dizzy spelle,
headache, indigestion, constipation, Hol1 is ter'8 Rocky Mountain Tea will make
you well and keep you well. If it fails

28 feet.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby (çtvee notice that h(
ha* been duly appointed executor of the lax
will ami te»tameiu of
JOHN COOLID6E, late of Utxflel·!,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased. All pereont
having demande against the estate of skid de
ceased are desire·! to present the same for settle
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested tc
make pavment Immediately.
MOSES M. COOL1DUE.
Au* 1Mb. WU6.

spin

yam about

place you should know that Paroid
experiment. It bar been on the market about

In the first

A

χ

Bucktield.

On

Superintending

4.
5.
0.
7.
8.
9.

tent, made ol

DUDLEY,

NOTICE.
Wednesday, Aug. 30, l'Att. at 9 λ M., the
School Committee for the towu
of Parts will consider bids for conveying
Is
In the several districts where
customary. All bids must be written, sealed,
hands
of
the
In
the
and placed
of Schools l>«fore the hour uauied above. Right
reserved to reject any or all bide. For lnfotmatlon apply to the undersigned.
AI.T«»N «\ WHKKI.KR.
Supt. of Schools for town of Paris.

1. A toy made of paper.
2. Burning ami a vowel.
3. l'art of a feuce.

Chicago Tribune.

PEELED PULPWOOD.

DRS.

34 Temple

SOUTH PARIS,

7. In bubble.

Ko. 3417.—An Aviary.

Mouldings yL

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

nlng.

is no
ten years

and has stood the test. In 1898 the U. S.
Government used a largo amount of it in Cuba; four
years later, it having proved so satisf totory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
they are still using it. The sales of Paroid now are
well up to 400 carloads a year or approximately
20,000,000 feet.
W· have handled Paroid for about three years
and have sold nearly 100,000 feet and the sale is

rapidly increasing.
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as
compared with shingles, being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quantity
and thickness used, than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra
cost of laying the shingles. There are many roofs so flat that shingles are entirely
unsuitable, while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of
By using
the cost It is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows.
Paroid it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with flat roofs at a big
Red
known
Rope Roofing which
Xeponset
saving in material. We have the well
is an excellent low-priced roof, good for five years or more. We shall be pleased
to furnish samples and further information on application.

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents,

If you

That's fair. 35
P. A. Shurtleff & Co. ; Orin Ste-

{{et your money back.
cents.
vens.

Edith—Isn't Dolly lucky? Just as she
had made up her mind to throw Jack
over he broke the engagement hitnsolf.

Algernon—Well?
Edith—Well, now she's going to
him for breach of promise.

sue

Dear Gus:—I have solved the motherin-law problem, just give her regularly
It
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
will make her healthy, happy and docile
as a lamb.
35 cents, Tea or Tablets.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. ; Orin Stevens.
Bella—"Professor Muggins tells me
that the first principle of socialism is
to divide with your fellowman."
Ton—"Not as I understand it. On
the contrary, tue first principle of socialism is to induce your fellowman to divide with you."
It will wash and not rub off
This complexion all envy me,
It's no secret so I'll tell
Take thou Rocky Mountain Tea.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co.; Orin Stevens.

F.

Nell—That Miss Jones, the typewriter

says she was the envy of all the
other young women at the seashore.

girl,

Grace—No wonder. While she was
down there she got all the other girls in
the office to write letters to her, and she
sat on the porch and blushed and smiled
while ahe read them.

Foley's Kidney Cure is a medicine j
poisons and will cure any case
of kidnej disease that ia not beyond the
free from

reach of medloiaa.
Co.

F. A. Shurtleff A

prepared

above but quarter of an inch thick.
green onions, tops and all, arc
also nice with sliced tomatoes.
The
plain salad dressing is used for the latter salad, while with the cabbage and
tomato a mayonnaise is equally suitable.
By draining the tomatoes in this way, a
certain acid juice which is considered
unhealthy runs out.
It was on a hot August day at a little
hostelry beside the lake, aud just under
the shadow of the tall gray towers of the
castle of Pierrefonds, that I ate my first
boiled tomato, and much amused was I
when the garrulous little Frenchwoman
told me that it was a l'Americaine, having been taught her by a compatriot of
my own. Ten miles on our wheels from
Compeigne, with only a cup of chocolate
and a ,lialf yard more or less of French
bread before starting, had brought us as
hungry as wolves to our resting-place.
Tomatoes, as prepared below, were served instead of a soup. Choose smooth tomatoes of an even size; lay side by side
in a saucepan and cover with salted
boiling water; when the skin cracks on
top and they can be easily pierced with a
fork, lift out with a skimmer, laying
each on a piece of toast, thin and brown
and well buttered, in a small deep dish:
with aeliarp knife score them across the
top in the form of a Greek cross; season
with salt, pepper, a tritle of sugar and a
generous bit of butter. At the table the
skin can be easily laid back with a
fork or spoon, but any attempt to re
move it beforehand will destroy the
symmetry of the dish.
Small tomatoes broiled whole are a
unique dish. Cut a slice from the stem
end and lay on a wire gridiron with thai
side down; brush over lightly with
melted butter, turn frequently; the skin
will shrivel and brown, but must nol
blacken. Dish on thin bits of toast and
season as above.
Large tomatoes may be halved, dredgas

Mo. aiO.—Diamond.

3.
1. In bubble. 2. To shake off.
Contests of speed. 4. A popular machine. δ. To entice falsely. G. Cuu-

Mats, Mirrors

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
insured
steamers of this Company, is
against tire and marine risk.
F.

BROTHERS, M Warren Street. New York

Picture Frames

P. M.

at

small mice
Worcester I'ost.

Arsénié,

painting."

Young

MEN PAST SIXTY IN DANGER.
More than half of mankind over sixty
years of age suffer from kidney and

bladder disorders, usually enlargement

1

of prostate gland. This is both painful
and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney Cure
should be taken at the first sign of danger ae it corrects irregularities and has
cured many old men of this disease. Mr.
Rodney Burnett, Rock Port, Mo., writes:
"I suffered with enlarged prostate gland
and kidney trouble for years and after
taking two bottles of Foley's Kidney
Cure I feel better than I have for twenty
old."
years although I am now 91 years
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Timkins—I hate that fellew IMantem.

were

grinning.—

Ameute Kate™.
is weii known, is a dead-

as

ly poison, two grains oiii.v being, as a
rule, a fatal dose. Yet. strange to
say. it has been well authenticated

CATARRH

Ely's

and in this way it pushes Itself forward. The tubular feet are fltted to
every side of the creature, which is
thus enabled to move in any direction

funny

SARGENT,

CATARRH

tlanuel and some white velvet, out of
which she made six little muffs and
fchaped them over her linger. These
she dropped down at the door of the
The next day they were
mouse hole.

lui'.ghtd

-—

E.

spines do not cover all the surface.
This is divided up into segments. like
The narrow
a rough rinded melon.
segments are pierced with holes.

gone and the dream mouse brought
her a dream, which was true, of those
six little mice following their mother
to Sunday school, each with his tail
curled over his back and a pretty white
muff to keep it warm. The little girl
in her sleep to see how those

—

W.

So then she went to the dream mouse
and begged him to give the little girl
b dream about It.
"Say it over and say it slow," said
the dream mouse. "Maybe I can re-

Through these small holes the "sea
member about half of it."
eggs" protrude little tubes, which act
remembered
But the dream mouse
as feet iu the following curious way:
every word, and next day the littla The animal Inflates the tubes In the
girl asked mamma for some white water from little suckers at the back,

J

Academy

Hebron

I
!

1

I

that the human body can become arOver a large area of
senic.· proof.
southern Austria this is quite com1'easant girls eat it to increase
mon.
their at [raciions, as it is known to im-

prove the complexion. Laboring men
take it regularly and yet attain a
healthy old age. The drug has a beneficial effect on their digestive organs
and so strengthens the respiratory
org ins that these bearers of heavy
burdens tind it easier to -limb steep
mountain roads. Often taken at first
iu secret, one small dose ;i week is
enough, but the craving increases till
iu some cases six grains a day is
eaten, enough to poison three men. A
penalty, however, awaits the user, for
once begun it is impossible to give It
up and live.

Where did the ballot come from?
Like Topsy and most other human InAnd in Its
stitutions, it "growed."
growth it has taken such varied forms
it will make an interesting study. Of
course in the good old times when all

civilized countries
kings there was no

were

governed by

use for a ballot. A
self governing tribe like
those of the ancient Germans were satisfied with viva voce voting. The Jews
before they had kings might be called
a self governing people. Strictly, how-

primitive,

ever. their theory of government put
always talking shop.
in the hands of Cod and in
Simpkine—Plantem, the undertaker? everything
a
Timpkins—Yes. Every time I meet technical terms was a theocracy. If
him he asks after my health.
public officer must be chosen lie was
named by God's representative, the
priest or prophet, or else lots were cast,
Important to Mothora.
and it was expected that God would
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
aafe

I and

and

see

sore

that it

remedy for Infant· and children,

II ά
j

send the right lot to the ri>;lit man. It
is not unlikely that such casting of lots
gave the first hint of a secret ballot.
ModeNt Woriliwordi.

Wordsworth was present at a public
dinner one night when he was informed that Stephenson, the celebrated enWhile the latter
was present.
•'Is your husband an even tempered gineer.
man?" "Yes," aewered Mrs. Corntossel. was building the Skerrlevore lightIn Use For Over 30 Tear·.
The Kind Toe Have Always Bought.

had been in the habit of
swinging in a hammock during the
evenings reading "The Excursion."
CONSUMPTION THREATENED.
This was told Wordsworth, who was
C. linger, 211 Maple St., Champaign, delighted. At the end of the dinner he
III., writes: "I was troublod with a was called upon for a speech. lie rose
hacking cough for a year and I thought and said: "Gentlemen, I cannot r/nke
I tried a great
I had consumption.
I never did .and am afraid
a speech.
many remedies and was under the care
But there Is a gentlenever shall.
I
I
months.
several
ed with flour, basted with melted buttei of physicians for
of Foley'e Honey and man here present. Mr. Stephenson, the
and broiled, when they are a delicioue used one bottle
Tar. It cured me and I have not been great engineer, and if you call upon
garnish for steaks, chops or cutlets; or, troubled since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. him to speak he will doubtless tell you
in
melted
be
sliced,
may
dipped
they
something that will interest you more
butter, and then dredged with flour,
A Distinction—"What is the difference
lie will
than anything I could say.
before
salt
and
broiling.
pepper
between a
practical and theoretical tell
As stewed by a San Francisco lady,
you how lie passed the long sumfarmer?"
who is only a plain American, they are
answered mer evenings when he was building
"A theoretical farmer,"
superior to those cooked after any other Farmer Corntassel, "is one that ineiets the Skerrievore lighthouse."
am
familiar,
method with whjph I
on tryin' to make a livin' off the farm,
\
l'lunge ripe, fresh tomatoes in boiling an' a practical one jes' faces the inevitaA M«tler of Verneltj·.
loosen
the
to
water long enough
skins, ble an' turns the place over to summer
The Rev. John Allen, a Methodist
and then peel and drain thoroughly beboarders."
preacher of Farmington, Me., grandfore slicing, to avoid the wateriest
father of Mme. Nordica, was a zealous
which is too often the fault of the fresh
RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUFattendant of camp meetings throughcooked fruit; to a quart of tomatoes add QUICK
FERERS.
out the state.
Indeed, his rcput;itioii
two minced «shallots aud one minced
sweet green pepper; cook for half an
Foley'e Honey and Tar affords im- for attending more of these open air
in
the
sufferers
to
asthma
hour; if there is too much juice, drain mediate relief
meetings than any one else in the
off eome of it and save for soup, season worst stages and if taken in time will
country gave him the name of Camp
&
Co.
Shurtleff
A.
a
F.
a
cure.
and
effect
to taste with salt, pepper, butter,
Meeting John.
of
flout
a
trifle of sugar£wet teaspoonful
One day as he was walking down the
are the
what
Little
at
and
stir
in
pa,
Willie—Say,
water
till
in cold
smooth,
main street of Farniington he met
the last; boil hard for two minutes and wages of sin?
Pa—It depends on what kind of an High Sheriff Luther Curtis, from New
serve.
Sharon, known throughout the county
Here is an odd way of baking toma- office the sinner is elected to, my son.
toes: Make a half-pint of bechamel
for his quick wit. As they shook hands
are
in
this
community
Many persone
the sheriff said, "It gives me great
sauce, using a large spoonful of butter
who
from
complaint
kidney
stirred smooth over the fire with one ol suffering
could avoid fatal results by using Foley's pleasure to grasp the hand of an honflour; dilute with a half pint of chicken Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
est man."
or veal stock; season with salt, pepper
Camp Meeting John replied, "I wish
and a tablespoonful each of parsley and
Mrs. Dovey—You told me before we I could say the same."
onion, the latter lightly fried; stir thick were married that
well
off.
were
you
Quick as a flash came the retort,
with bread-crumbs and fill the cavities
Dovey—I was, but I didn't know it.
"You could If you told such a lie as I
of eight large tomatoes; place in a bakdid."—Boston Herald.
FOLEY'S
ing dish, dot with butter, dredge with
crumbs, and bake fifteen minutes.—New
Will cure Bright's Disease.
Not Mere Curloalty.
Idea.
Will cure Diabetes.
The world has a store of pleasures In
Will cure Stone in Bladder.
Don't.
for the unaccustomed travWill cure Kidney and Bladder Diseases. waiting
eler. Sometimes, Indeed, they may be
Don't write on soiled or torn sheets of F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
mostly In anticipation, as was the case
paper.
He with Amos Biggs of Plumtowu.
Don't write letters with a lead pencil.
"I noticed Miserly in church.
Don't seal a letter of introduction. seemed to be praying fervently." "I
"IIow d'ye do?" said Mr. Biggs corThe person to whom it is given is sup- suppose he was praying for all he is
dially to the stern visaged man who
posed to inform himself of its contenta. worth."
was bis seat mate In the car on the ocDon't fail to enclose a stamp to carry
"I had diabetes in its worst form," casion of Mr. Biggs' first trip to Bosan answering letter to a letter of busiwrites Marion Lee of Dunreath, Ind. "I ton. "Now what might your name be?
ness.
without relief. Do you live in Nashuy or beyond?"
Don't write carelessly. Spell correct- tried eight
"I should like to know what business
ly and be painstaking about your punc- Only three bottles of Foley's Kidney
tuation and the language in which you Cure made me a well man." F. ▲. it Is of
yours where I live or who I
à
Co.
Shurtleff
express your thoughts.
am?" said his companion crossly.
Don't send a letter bearing blots or
"Well, now, It ain't any partlc'lar
"Did they have a fine wedding?"
scratches. Make a new copy if neces"Yes, one of the finest I ever attend- business o' mine, Btrictly speaking,"
«U7·
ed. Both the bride and groom were laid ■aid Mr. Biggs mildly, "but it's jest
In cold weather put your olotheepins up for a week after we got through with like this: I've got a cousin up In Canin the oven and thoroughly heat them them."
ady that I've never seen, and I've albefore hanging up clothes and they will
ways thought I might come upon him
all
will
oure
Care
the
to
heat
retain auffloient
keep
finger· Foley'· Kidney
some time Jest by asking folks their
disordered
nom
diseases
oat
kidney·
of
arUlng
the
warm during
hanging
process
aam· and m on."
F. ▲. Shortlefl à Oo.
or bladder.
"He's jes' about as cross one
other."

day

as an-

house he

KIDNEY"CURE.

physicians

the olothes.

y

it

pleases.

Com fort I

η fr

It takes a good deal to upset the New
Englander's equanimity. A New Hampshire farmer was driving past a country house and witnessed the tragedy
of a child falling into a well. Instead
of rushing, appalled, to the scene lie
observed that plenty of help was at
hand and jogged stolidly on. About a
mile below lived an aunt of the little
girl whom the accident had befallen.
"How do, Mis' Faith?" he drawled to
the woman shelling peas by the kitchen
door. "I jus* seen your sister's little
gal fall down the cistern. I guess she's
drownded." Then, having delivered his
news, he drove on.-^LIppincott's Maga-

What is CASTORIA

Oil, PareIt is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Blotlier's Friend*

CASTORIA

GENUINE

est women in the town. Eighty dollars
Is paid to the man who marries the
ugliest, while but $ιϋ» is the reward for
the one marrying the cripple. All women over forty who have been jlltel at
least twice bring their spouses sums
which vary according to the state of
the fund, which was left by a rich

The average
of the town.
is $.">)) to each unie χ they
should be unusually numerous, while
the trustees are empowered to pay a
larger sum when, In their judgment, it

The KM You Have Always Bought
In Use For' Over 30 Years.
Tmc

eewT»u«

wise to hold forth a special inducement to procure the marriage of
some particularly unfortunate woman.

commnv,

rr muhmv

itsiit,

mw voa* err*.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost a*
goo<l as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Can ei
brings it to your door three times every week.
it is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Kriilaw
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

GOOD

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm ami have n<-t
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toiu li
with all important news of the world at a very small c<>»t.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
$1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
TRIBUNE is

Tribune, which is

A

only

The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

DAILY

Bill Paters On to I» $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order ami money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW.
TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
YORK

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

DECORATE.
Every inch a kin^.
pounds, owned by

Handsomest Stallion in Maine.

behind,

10

hands, weighs

11(50

Black stallion, white ankUs

JOHN II. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.

WM. J. WIIEELER, South Paris, Me.

Sired by Dakk Dkvii., 2.09, by Mammuno Ki.vo, "The Handsomest Horse in
Jkwki, (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 1-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jkwki..
King, (p) 2.10 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Hay mare, lar^e snip, right hind ankle
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Λι.μο.\τ Jk.. 1-v-">.
white. Foaled June 8, 1880.
Record 2.2(1. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 .'M; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; (ïlobe, 2.11 M:
2.1»5 1-4; Architect, (ρ) 2.1(> 1-4; And I·» other»
2.15
Orvid,
Wardwell,

(p)

(p)

1-4;

in 2.ÎÎ0.

WIIEELER, ΝΟΓΤΙΙ

DECORATE WILL ST A XI) AT STABLE OF W. J.
MAINE. TERMS : *25 TO WARRANT.

PARIS,

colt, large stripe, front
Brod at Village Farm.

Black

1002.

DIRECT.

COUNT

price paid

seems

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

ankles white, hind legs white.

Sikicd uv Direct IIai., 2.04 1-4.

Dam, The Countess

Dam of Chlmeelirlno(4),
1-4, elrc ot KlorMa
Chimes (|>), 2.10 1-4, anil- other* In 'J.3U.

by

Foaled June 2">,

Mambrino King, 1-7'1

......
by Almont, Jr., 182Î».
2d dam, Toilet,
Till·1* ηιιιΐ StorniN.
Dam of llcel'luary Legatee, 2JH 1.2; Ueyaer Hoy,
When a tempest is approaching or
2.201-4.
passing out υη the tvoan. the ti«ic*s are 3d dam, Mermaid
by Dictator, 1RL
:
if
a
the
Sinter of I.a Oacaletta, 2.29 3 4
trramlam of
noticeably higher than usual,
2.27 1-2; «lam of Almont
Blaine,
Lucretta,
2.2»;
wave
in
a
vast
water ha«l been driven
Dictator, elre of I.
before the storm. The influence extends
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S STABLE, SOUTH PARIS, MK.
to a great distance from the cyclonic
TERMS: «25 TO WARRANT. ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.
storm center, so that the possibility exists of foretelling the approach of a
dangerous hurricane by means of in-

dications furnished by tide gauges situated far away from the place then occupied by the whirling winds. The fact
that the tidal wave outstrips the advancing storm shows how extremely
sensitive the surface of the sea is to
the changes of pressure brought to bear
upon It by

phere.

Green.

but animals "waxed." "Green" comes
from an Aryan root, "ghahr," meaning
to be green or yellow, and "yellow,"
"gold" and "yolk" come from that
tame

House of S rooms, stable and two
of land, fruit trees, etc. All in

acres

good

condition. Apply to
F. A. TAYLOR,
Buckfield, Me.

the never resting atmos-

Owing to its derivation the word
"green" was originally applied to the
color of vegetation, but not to the color
of the sea. No application of "green"
to the color of the sea Is rjuotetl before
Chaucer, but as early as the year Too
It was used for vegetation. The word
Is akin to "grass" and "grow," which
verb originally belonged to the vegetable world «'one. Vegetables "grew,"

«TROUT

For Sale.

J. WALDO

NASH,

1^ A R
1237 Farm Hunters an«wprrd
! 1:11it-r advi-rtisinc «lui iutr July.
>.iV
If you want to c< t a «jui« k, ca>li
'vriti' today for oi;r FRKK il. μ γΓ|·ι:·
t
l><·
iiroiu'
farm
thai
may
your
flunks, Mi
h» the attention ol'ihoc Farm Buyer*.
We n-quiro 110 advance |>ayini'iit
"Strout's Bargain List" of hij: lia···
mailed free.
ourn·»-

Licensed Taxidermist, E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

ISO Nantu St., N.Y. Trament Temple, BOSTON

MASONIO BLOCK,

JSk

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

sont·.

KUOTIIlNGMAM, South I'arU.
KRKNCII, Norway.
W. O.

1' M.

QUAKER RANGE

root.

Tnploca unci Pearl Tnptoen.

Tapioca Is manufactured from the
plant called in Itrazil manioc, in Peru

yucca and in the West Indies cassava.
When the true starch is separated
from the root it Is placed on hot plates
and while it is heating is stirred with
The starch grains burst,
an iron rod.
and the whole agglomerates into small,
Irregular masses. Pearl tapioca is not
a product of the plant at all, but of

potato starch.

American, All Itlsrht.

A countryman registered at a hotel
In Kansas City the other day. lie did
not explain on what "plan" he purposed to become a guest.
"European or American?" asked the
clerk.
The guest looked surprised. "American," he said emphatically. "Itoru and
raised up here in Platte county. I don't
look like no foreigner, do IΊ"

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

to

on

"I Act il my duty to
expreaa my gratitude to
you for th· Ix-m-flt I
nave received and am
now receiving
from

Severe Liver

Complaint—

Couldn't Eatwithout
Distress—
Quioklj Cured

'L. T.' Atwood'a Medicine. Three year· ago
I wai (evenly truub'.rd
with liver complaint.
It vu Impouible fur
lue to parttk· of the
liçhtcat food without
dittrea*. At lait I waa
atlvited by · friend to
try 'L· *■' Medicine
and after uiing two
bottlea, I wai perfectly
well. It I» alioaiprmg
medicine which cannot
be equaled, and can
never

be

mo

highly

pralaed."—Fred J. Bennett, Weatfarmington,

THE TRUE "L F." MEDICINE ACTS GENTLY BUT
PROMPTLY AND 8URELV, AND LEAVES ONLY
8000 EFFECTS IN ITS WAKE

are

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

THE TRUE "LF." 010II

they

as

remove

>nd

put

50 cts.. w..k

Variety Ptore, Norway.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

For Price and Particulars

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

SSHX4N
/

J
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a harmless substitute for Castor

Castoria is

goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.

InceiitlvrN to Mnrrlnec.

the Ccriuan town of
Haschmaun does not believe in a state
Annual prizes
of single blessedness.
are offered to the men who wed the
ugliest, the most deformed ami the old-

-·

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought» and which has been
in nee for oyer 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his pergonal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are lint
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

zine.

Apparently

V-

--.^-

AS

Kfw».

resident

Where the Itr.llot Came From.

Ile is

a

iCASTORlAI

bonnet, then gave her her little white
Hon- Sea Urchin* Swim.
fur collar and muff. "Oh, me!" sighed
Sea urchins, or "sea egirs," have η
Mother Mouse. "If only I had muffs to queer method of locomotion. They are
keep uiy poor children's tails warm!" protected by sharp spines, but these

——
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